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Econometric Generalizations of The Ohio 
Hog-Pork Industry 
In Interregional Competition 
THOMAS T. STOUT, ERNEST R. BENTLEY 
AND FRANCIS E. V..,l ALKER 
SUMMARY 
The analy~is employed transportation and spatial equilibrium mod· 
cls to obtain gener"linttions of the interregional pattern of product 
shipments in the hog-pork ~ector of the livestock-meat economy in 1960 
and 1975. The study provided ~~ basis for recognizing the present and 
future competitive potential of hog production and slaughter in Ohio. 
The analysis generali7ed optimum hog procurement areas, optimum 
market areas for the distribution of pork, revealed the competitive 
~trength of the industry in surrounding 5tates, indicated regions where 
slaughter locations might be optimi1ed, and estimated regional pork 
price and consumption patterm in both lime periods. 
In total, Ohio was a net importer of slaughter hogs and of pork in 
1960 and similar conditions are anticipated for 1975. Western Ohio, as 
a separate reg-ion, was an exporter of hogs and pork in 1960. ·while 
that region may be expected to import hogs in 1975, it may he among 
the major regional exporters of pork to Eastern markets at that time. 
Slaughter activity in Western Ohio in 1975 may represent a very favor-
able circumstance in terms o[ loca1ion within the major hog-producing 
region of Ohio and Indiana, and location on the western edge of large 
consumer markets in Eastern Ohio and neighboring eastern states. 
Generally, shifts in hog production and slaughter may be expected 
to continue throughout the United States and to fall into three broad 
categories: (l) Conditiom favorable to slaughter location in terms of 
reduced total transportation cmts may remain largely undeveloped in 
the 'outheastern states by 1975; (2) Corn Belt fringe areas such as Ken-
tuckv and Tennessee, \\Tisconsin and Minnesota, and the northern and 
central Great Plains may witne~s an over-development of slaughter ac-
tivity relative to regional production levels; and (3) Transport cost 
considerations suggest that favorable conditions for slaughter location 
in the central Corn Belt will continue to exist in 1975. 
INTRODUCTION 
The geographic distribution of livestock production, livestock 
slaughter and meat consumption in the United States creates an inter-
state commodity flow of great complexity. This product movement be-
comes quite fluid when it occurs in response to an efficient system ol 
product quality standards, and intermarket communication and trans-
portation. Under such conditions the continental United States assumes 
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the essential attributes of a ma1 ket area. The concept of market area 
"implies not only a territory within which forces of supply and demand 
act upon price in such a way that price changes in part of the area 
quickly affect prices in another part, but also that prices tend to dif-
fer between market places only by the cost of transportation to central 
location of utilization."' That product shipments and price patterns do 
tend to conform to the precepts of market area performance has been 
rather carefully demomtrated by past research.2 
·within a market area individual states or regions a&sume a com-
petitive relationship. Firms and industries within the respective regions 
act to maximize their comparative regional advantages or minimize their 
comparative disadvantages. It i~ advantageous for individual states or 
regions therefore to understand the nature of their comparative position, 
recognize the interregional competitive relationships that are relevant, 
be aware of the economic forces to which they respond, and to incorpo· 
rate these valid considerations in their anticipation of the future. 
But to the industries involved, measurement of the evident com-
plexities is a task of impracticable proportions. The livestock-meat in-
dustry of Ohio, an important component of the total economy, is a com-
posite of many small firms. Information descriptive of the industry is 
not available to the 1irm. Decisions are, as frequently as not, intuitive 
insights based upon a lifetime of experience. Advantages accrue to the 
firms that are best informed by virtue of ~>ize, capital investment in 
specialized skills or other attributes not characteristic of the small firm. 
This study constitutes one method of evaluating the economic force~ 
affecting the industry's position in a national market. 
Objectives of the Study~ 
The study incorporates linear programming techniques in general-
izing optimum interregional patterns ot trade in the hog-pork sector of 
the livestock-meat economy. Optimum patterns are defined as those 
interregional shipments which minimi7e the transportation costs con-
sistent with each region either receiving shipments to balance its pro-
duction deficit or shipping any surplu& product which it might have. 
Shipment pattern&, transportation costs, prices and price differentials 
generated from the analysis, and projections of change representing 1975 
conditions may be evaluated from the perspective of the Ohio industry 
and implications drawn with regard to their impact upon producer~. 
packers and consumer~ in Ohio. 
The Data Yield of Twnsporlation and Spatial Equilibrium Models 
Both transportation and spatial equilibrium models seek to deter-
mine optimum shipment patterns of a product among three or more 
"Stout, Thomas T., and R. L. Feltner, "Price Relationships in the Market for Slaughter 
Hogs in Indiana,'" Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station Research Bulletin 746, Lafayette, 
June, 1962. 
'Ibid. Also, see Breda, William, and A. S. Rojko, ""Prices and Milksheds of Northeastern 
Markets," Northeast Regional Publication Number 9, Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Amherst, August, 1952. 
3This study was conducted under Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station Project (Hatch) 
237, "Methods, Procedures, and Analysis of livestock Procurement by Ohio Slaughterers and 
and Economic Importance of Procurement on Livestock Marketing Agencies."' 
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market places within a market area where the amount ot the commodity 
produced is equal to the amount consumed.4 Using a transportation 
model, an optimum shipment pattern is reached when all regional re-
quirements have been satisfied and total transportation costs have been 
minimized. The solution yield!> the total transportation bill and dis-
closes the direction and volume ol trade between each possible pair of 
regions. When the more penetrating spatial equilibrium approach is 
employed, the equilibrium relationship discloses not only volume, direc-
tion, and total cost of shipment, but consumption and price per unit in 
each region such th:-~t production eyuals consumption for the market 
area. An optimum pattern of interregional trade is attained when total 
transportation costs have been minimi1ed and therefore product value 
added by transportation ha; been maximized and is equal to the trans-
portation bill. 
Data and Method 
Six optimum shipment !>Olutiom ale reported in the study. Opti-
mum conditions in 1960 were generalinl with three 27-region United 
States models. Projected estimates of all necessary programming input& 
were then obtained by regiom. Three 29-region United States models 
were then developed to approximate optimum shipment patterns for 
1975. While the methodology and its application remained similar to 
that developed in past research," certain >ignificant variations were in-
corporated to obtain insights that might otherwise remain unquantified: 
(l) Three stage models were employed to obtain more penetrating ap-
proximations of industry procurement and distribution patterns. Opti-
mum trade patterns are developed for live hogs moving from produc-
tion to slaughter, and for retail-equivalent weights of pork distributed 
from slaughter locations to consuming, centers. Additional models pre-
sent optimum shipment patterns that might exi5t if slaughter were con-
ducted completely within . the production region; (2) Transportation 
rates have been employed mdependently of trade volume, but rates are 
direction-dependent; and (3) Regional boundaries were determined in· 
dependently of state line in selected instances to provide more meaning-
ful definition to critical production or consumption regions. 
1Additional assumptions beyond those implied in the statement are essential to the 
analysis, among them some that are characteristic of perfect competition: (a) product homo· 
geniety, (b) economic man and his aspirations for profit maximization, and (c) freedom from 
external control; in this case from barriers to free interregional commodity flow. Moreover, 
(d) transportation costs are independent of volume (and perhaps direction) of shipment, and 
(e) regional demand can be represented by known demand functions. Finally, (f) there 
exists the restriction that shipments may occur only between pairs of regions, one surplus 
and one deficit, and shipments must originate in surplus regions and (g) cost of shipment 
within a region is zero. 
'Theoretical presentations were published as early as 1951. The first empirical applica· 
tions were published in 1953 and have been succeeded by several others to date. See, for 
example: Enke, S., "'Equilibrium Among Spatially Separated Markets: Solution by Electric 
Analogue,"' Econometrica, 19:40-48, 1951; and Samuelson, P. A., ·'Spatial Price Equilibrium 
and linear Programming,"" The American Economic Review, 42:283-303, 1 952. Among the 
applications to the livestock economy are: Fox, K. A., '"A Spatial Equilibrium Model of the 
Livestock-Feed Economy in the United States,"' Econometrica 21:547-566, 1953; Judge, G. G., 
and T. D. Wallace, "'Spatial Price Equilibrium Analyses of the Livestock Economy,"' (Part 1), 
Oklahoma Ag. Expt. Sta. Technical Bul. TB-78, June, 1959; and Kelly, P. L., et. al. '"The 
Competitive Position of Kansas in Marketing Hogs,"' Kansas Ag. Expt. St. Tech. Bul. 118. 
October, 1961. 
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A complete methodological review dealing with the construction of 
optimum shipment patterns is contained in Appendix B. 
Usefulness of the Analytical Technique 
The analysis is useful in investigating procurement and diHrilmtion 
patterns in several essential points: (l) Three-stage models provide 
meaningful generalizations of raw material sources and product markets 
for the Ohio meat packing industry; (2) Alternative as well a~ optimum 
procurement and distribution possibilities are disclosed; (3) Solutions 
incorporating demand elasticities provide estimates of unit price and 
per capita consumption in optimum and potential markets for the Ohio 
product. (4) The cost to the industry of non-optimum alternatives i~ 
estimated; (5) Stc.tes or regions that are in direct competition with the 
Ohio industry for hog procurement or pork markets are disclosed and 
the nature of the relationship i:, quantified in price difterentials relative 
to Ohio; (6) Regions which are potential competiton for identical mar-
kets are tentatively identified; and (7) Approximations of 1975 condi-
tions provide Ohio producers, livestock markets, packing plants and 
policy makers with a basis for future planning. 
Li111i 1ations of the Analytical Technique 
Transportation and spatial equilibrium models provide penetrating 
approximations of macro-economic activity. Perhaps their principal 
contribution rest~ in their ability to quantily economic concept& that, by 
their very complexity, heretofore have remained qualitative. But it is 
difficult to regard the accompanying accomplishments of programming 
techniques as conclusive. Such models, confronted by the complexity 
they presume to explain, may be alw<lys subject to the accusation that 
the conclusions were derived from information much too limited in 
scope. 
The models deal only with net product flow, yet a great deal ol 
trans-shipping doe~ occur. Data limitations force estimates of regional 
consumption from equations containing national parameter>. The 
models seek to optimi1c conditions in the hog-pork sector as a separate 
aspect of the livestock-meat industry when in circumstance the hog-pork 
sector is so interrelated as to be inseparable from the total activity. 
It is not self-evident that tramportation and spatial equilibrium 
models generate policy alternatives more effectively than can astute in-
dustry management. But it seem~ apparent that they provide a useful 
supplement in aiding management decisions, particularly in long-range 
planning. It seems probable that continued effort in application o! 
these methods will find them increasingly useful in quantifying· and 
forecasting the complex economic phenomena that constantly pre~ent 
them~>elves. 
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SHIPMENT PATTERNS FOR 1960 
Three optimum shipment pattern& were developed for 1960. The 
transportation model approach wa5 med in determining an optimum 
shipment pattern tor live hogs moving· from 1960 surplus production 
areas to 1960 slaughter locations. Spatial equilibrium models described 
a mimum cost pattern for &hipment ol pork from 1960 surplus slaughter 
locations to surplus comumption areas, and a minimum cost pattern for 
&hipment of retail-equivalent weight of pork from production to con-
mmption as~uming all slaug-hter ocmrrecl at point of live production. 
Regional Demarcation 
The three 1960 models are ba,ecl on a 27-region disaggregation of 
the continental United States. Generally, regional boundaries follow 
state lines, but there are exceptiom. For example, Ohio exhibits charac-
teristics of both eastern population density and Corn Bell productive 
capacity. Regions 10 and II (Chart A) attempt to present these fea-
tures in separate regions. Region 2 (Chart B) encompasses New York 
exclmive of the New York City metropolitan area and Region 5, Penn-
'>ylvania, excludes Philadelphia. These two urban complexes are in-
cluded with New Jersey to form Region 3. Generally, states surround-
ing Ohio were presented as ~eparate regions to permit a critical examina-
tion of pork market& and hog procurement ~ources most meaningful to 
the Ohio packing industry. Larger regions were med in areas indirectly 
related to Ohio m in locations where production or consumption were 
less concentrated. In all cases ~hipments to or from each region are 
figured in terms of key citie5 ~elected as basing points and listed in 
Table 1. 
Basic Data Requiret>unts 
Transportation models require reg-ional estimates of production 
and consumption of the product. plus estimates of per unit transporta--
tion costs. Spatial equilibrium analysis, which recognizes price as a 
determinant of quantity consumed, requires additional estimates of this 
price-quantity relatiomhip. Table I summarizes the 1960 data that was 
obtained from published sources. USDA estimates of commercial 
~laughter and farm slaughter were aggregated to provide total slaughter 
volume. Marketings plus farm ~laughter, adjusted to total slaughter, 
repregent relevant hog production. Per capita disposable income was 
used to represent consumer purchasing· power. Population estimates, 
applied to per capita pork consumption (1960 = 65.3 pounds) figures 
provided estimate& of regional and total consumption. 
Transportation Co>ts: Analysis of basic truck transportation cost 
data6 revealed a substantial difference in liveweight transportation 
charges between Eastbound and Westbound shipments originating in 
the North Central States. Two direction-dependent sets of liveweight 
transportation functions were therefore developed. Regression analysis 
indicated that a blend of one linear and one quadratic function was 
'A survey of hog transportation charges was completed in 19 59 by the North Central 
Regional Livestock Marketing Research Committee. Data from 436 hauls were made available 
to the authors by the regional coordinator of that project, R. R. Newburg, Department of 
Agricultural Economics, Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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CHART A-Ohio Regions and 
Basing Points, Transportation and 
Spatial Equilibrium Analysis, 27 
and 29-Region Models, United 
States, 1960 and 1975. 
Source: Original Data 
appropriate in estimating· each ~et of tramport costs.7 The linear equa-
tions generated marginal rate~ for Ea>tbound shipments that were more 
than three cents per hundredweight higher than those for Westbound 
shipment,. The principal difference> in the two quadratic equations 
rested in a difference o1 100 miles in their applicability. 
Transportation charges for meat were derived with a quadratic 
function developed under current research at the University of Illinois.s 
Both truck and rail rates were combined in the single equation. The 
rates which it generated were employed independently of both volume 
and direction of shipment. 
The Consumption Function: The determination of surplu~- and 
deficit-producing regiom to be used in ~patial equilibrium analysis is 
'Equations used to generate Eastbound live transport costs were: 
(1) CtJ = 14.6744 + .15315MtJ - .00004792M'q (0- 300 miles) 
(2) CtJ = 12.9834 + .14640MtJ (300 - 2000 miles) 
ell = transport cost in cents per hundredweight from region i to region j. 
Mtl = highway mileage from region i to region j. 
Equations used to generate Westbound live transport costs were: 
(3) Ctl = 13.5814 + .16054M,J - .00008325M2 tJ (0- 400 miles) 
(4) C1l = 17.6260 + .11544MJI (400 - 2000 miles) 
'The transportation function for pork was made available to the authors by George G. 
Judge, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Illinois, and was developed by 
Judge and associates in connection with research in progress at that institution. 
(5) c,J = 21.4856 + .1929MtJ - .00001979M'tl (0 - 4000 miles) 
C,J = transport cost in cents per hundredweight from region i to region j. 
MtJ = highway mileage from region i to region j, 
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Table I -Hog Production, Total Hog Slaughter, Human Population, and Disposable 
Personal Income, by Regions, United States, 1960 _ 
Region State 
Vt., N.H., :'vfc .. Kans., 
Basmg 
Pomts 
Conn., R.I. Boston 
~ N.Y. (NYC excluded) Syracuse 
3 N.J., N.Y.C., Phila. Perth .\mho} 
4 Md., D.C., Del Baltimore 
5 Pa. (Phila, excluded) Harrisburg 
6 Va. Richmond 
7 W. Va. Charleston 
S N.C., S.C., Ga. Columbia 
9 Florida Tampa 
10 Eastern Ohio Cleveland 
11 \Vestern Ohio Dayton 
I~ Michigan Lansing 
13 Indiana Indianapolis 
14 Kentucky, Tenn. Bowling Green 
1!/ .\Ia .. MiSs. Birmingham 
16 Wis., Minn. St. Paul 
17 Ill., I a ... 1\f o. Burlington 
IS Ark., La. Monroe 
19 N.D .. S.D. Aberdeen 
20 Neb., Kan. Grand Island 
21 Okla., Tex. Ft. Worth 
22 Mont., Wyo., Idaho Billings 
23 Colo· ado Denver 
24 N.l\1., Ariz. Gallup 
25 Wash., Ore. Portland 
26 Nev .. Utah Salt Lake City 
27 California Fre~no 
Hog1 
Production (l,ono lbs.) 
54.535 
47.862 
31,806 
64,266 
168 21() 
194,470 
34,406 
1,038,296 
95,445 
179,545 
740,257 
267,632 
l i60,849 
84!,104 
471,576 
2,163,653 
8,674,253 
215,878 
733,26(i 
!,303,227 
452,673 
108,354 
66,982 
24,307 
103,159 
21,932 
96,456 
Hog2 
Slaughter 
(1 ,COO lbs.) 
149,265 
232,925 
762,515 
201,020 
342,823 
521,098 
:,9,733 
968,037 
140,717 
459,777 
!>75,617 
373,762 
1,251,356 
1,0!7,846 
416,616 
2,254,949 
5,956,456 
165,725 
604,592 
1.769,919 
633,901 
124,971 
158,495 
61,358 
288,422 
74,494 
388,016 
4Dzspos,. 
Popu• able In• 
lation come ( $) 
( 1 ,000) Per Capm 
10,509 
6,087 
21,105 
4,311 
6,976 
3,967 
1,860 
10,881 
4,952 
5,319 
4,387 
7,823 
4,662 
6,605 
.'5,444 
7,366 
17,159 
5,o43 
1,311 
3,590 
11,908 
1,672 
1,754 
2,253 
4,622 
1,176 
15,717 
2,161 
2,321 
2,445 
2,295 
1,956 
1,653 
1,544 
1,412 
1,740 
2,074 
2,091 
2,073 
1,947 
1,402 
1,279 
1,868 
2,163 
1.411 
1,393 
1,820 
1,724 
1,785 
1,962 
1,694 
2,025 
1,889 
2,403 
United States 19,954,405 19,954,405 178,459 I ,969 
1Statistical Reportmg Srrvice, Crop Reporting Board, "lvieat ... ~nimals, Farm P1oduction, Disposition, 
and Income by St•tes," U. S. Department of Agriculture, April 1961. 
2AMS, SRS, ERS. Supplement for 1960 to, "Livestock aod Meat Statistics," U. S. Department of AI'(• 
riculture, Statistical Bulletin No. 230, Tune 1961. This total include; commercial slaughter plus farm 
slaughter. 
'Bureau of the Census, "Statistical Abstract of the U. S .. 1961" U. S. Department of Commerce. 
'Sales Management Magaz•n~ of Marketing, "Survey of Buving Power," May 10, 1961. 
dependent upon regional consumption estimates. The consumption 
tunction used in the ~tudy is expressed in the equation: 
Yo = 106.7864- .fi863X1 + .2591X" - .0109X:, in which: 
(Ry = .9439) 
Ye =U.S. per capita pork consumption in pounds. 
X1 = U.S. average retail price of pork; cents per pound 
X 2 = U.S. average retail price of beef; cents per pound (all grades). 
X:, ~" U.S. per capita di5posable income; dollars. 
Parameters for the equation were based upon annual observations of the 
variables over the ll-year period 1950 - 1960 (Appendix Table l). Re-
gional estimates of pork consumption were derived for each set of itera-
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tions by subi,tituting regional values for the independent variables xl 
(pork price) and x3 (disposable income) .(1 
Production-Slaughter Shipments - Tmnsportation Niodel 
An optimum (minimum cost) shipment pattern of live hogs from 
regions of surplus production to regions of surplus slaughter is presented 
in Table 2 and Chart H. Total shipments (rim requirements) shown 
in Table 2 indicate, in thousands of pounds of liveweight, the net sur-
plus or deficit that each region will ~hip or receive. The underlined 
values in the field of the tallle disclose the manner in which optimum 
trade would occur. The values (all zero or negative) that occupy the 
cells where no shipments occur represent regional differences in pro-
duct value minus product transportation costs. These values may be 
regarded as net lo~~. in dollars per hundredweight, realized from making 
these shipments under 1960 equilibrium conditions. For example, 
shipments from Dayton, Ohio (Region 1 I) to Fresno, California, (Re-
gion 27) would result in a net loss of $1.02 per hundredweight because 
transport costs are so much greater than the difference in equilibrium 
market price of the product in the two regions. 
In total, there are seven mrplus and twenty deficit regions. The 
minimum transpmtation bill realized as a result of these shipments i~ 
.$45,858,219.60 Thi> total transportation bill is determined by totaling 
the transportation bills (quantity tiwes transportation charge) for the 
26 shipment&. 
Interpretation of this optimum shipment pattern is straightforward. 
Some results are of particular interest to Ohio hog markets and packing 
plant~. For example, Region 11 (Dayton, Ohio) exports slaughter 
hogs. Region 10, (Cleveland, Ohio) imports hogs for slaughter. But. 
trade to satisfy net surpluses or delicits doe~ not occur between these 
two regions. In view or the optimum markets available to Region 11, 
0Regional estimates of pork consumption may be derived with the equation: 
(6) Y,.r = 106.7864- .6863 (Xvo +d .. ;) + .2591(74.2) - .0109X"' in which: 
Ycr = per capita consumption in the ith region. 
Xpo = price per pound of pork in the base region. 
d.,r = price differential between the ith region and the base region 
(Xpr - X,.o) 
74.2 = U.S. average price of beef per pound (all grades). 
Xor = per capita disposable income in the ith region, dollars: 
Xro, however, remains an unknown which must be derived with the equation: 
(7) 27 27 27 
~ P1Yc; 126.0145 ~ P1 - .6863 Xpo ~ P; - .6863 
i==l i==l i==l 
27 27 
~ P1dot - .0109 ~ P1X31 in which Pr = population of the ith region 
i==l i=l 
27 
Since U.S. total pork consumption ( :3 P,Y,;) is given (population X 65.3) and is 
i=l 
assumed to equal total pork production, the value of Xro may be determined by substituting 
specific values for P,, dol, and X,. (i = 1, 2, ... , 27). Since U.S. beef price has been 
employed in all regions the term, .2591 (74.2}, becomes a constant which has been added 
to the constant term of equation (6). Values for dot may be obtained by using the price 
differentials from the final iteration of a preceeding transportation or spatial equilibrium 
model. 
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Table 2-TRANSPORTATION 1\iODEL, PRODUCTION TO SLAUGHTER: Optimum Shipment Pattern for Slaughter 
Hogs, Surplus Production Regions to Surplus Slaughter Regions, 27-Region Mod.e1, United States, 1960 
(Transportation cost - $45,858,219.60) 
Deficit 
Production 
Rcgion1 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
12 
14 
16 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2:} 
26 
27 
Total 
Exports• 
.43" 
.63 
-.35 
- .30 
. .43 
70,259 
--:43 
- .41 
- .99 
-1.44 
•. 88 
-2.05 
-1.87 
-1.38 
-1.78 
-1.72 
-1.30 
-1.80 
-1.82 
-1.74 
70.259 
11 
- .08 
.II 
90,764 
---:oo 
73,876 
- .03 
- .01 
- .90 
- .06 
•. 32 
•. 30 
- .90 
-1.04 
-l.l2 
- .96 
- .93 
- .75 
-1.01 
-1.03 
-1.02 
164,640 
Surplus Hog Production Regions and 
Volume of E.xport 
13 
•. 09 
•. 09 
.00 
136,754 
100,731 
246,681 
25,327 
----:--:78 
•. 05 
•. 20 
.09 
.62 
- .76 
•. 83 
•. 69 
.65 
.62 
.73 
.75 
.75 
509,493 
15 
.37 
.49 
- .29 
.23 
- .29 
9,688 
.14 
45,272 
- .58 
- .82 
- .OJ 
-1.04 
-1.0:'\ 
- .44 
-1.01 
•. 89 
.4?i 
.97 
.98 
.41 
!54,960 
17 
94,730 
185,063 
639,945 
.00 
.00 
.0() 
.04 
.()5 
280.232 
10(),130 
176.742 
91.296 
'466.692 
131.075 
- .02 
91.513 
37,051 
---73,206 
52,562 
291,56(1 
2,717,794 
JThcse mav he othen.,·i~e rce;arded as surplus slaugl1tcr regions m relations to local hog prnduction. 
2Thousands. of pounds live\t•cight. 
18 
.8() 
.94 
.82 
.02 
.82 
.54 
.72 
.27 
- .87 
-l.l7 
- .30 
-1.36 
- .86 
50,153 
--:82 
r.· 
.. J:} 
.00 
•. 78 
.63 
.. 33 
50.153 
19 
-1.44 
-1.27 
-1.44 
-1.45 
-1.45 
-1.51 
-1.55 
-2.32 
-1.39 
-1.42 
-1.64 
•. 55 
- .63 
-1.24 
16.617 
---:-:61 
- .67 
ll2,057 
----:34 
- .33 
128.674 
Tutal Des~ 
tinatton Rc~ 
quiremcnt 
' 
94,730 
185,063 
730,709 
13(),754 
174,()07 
32(),628 
25.327 
45,272 
280,232 
10(),130 
176,742 
91,296 
466,()92 
181,228 
16,()17 
91,513 
37,051 
185,263 
52,562 
291.560 
3.695,976 
liDollars per hundr~d "veight or cent.:: per pound. The figure represents the dJscrcpancy between difference m eqmlihnvm hog pnce:s and transportatwn 
costs between Regions 8 and 1. It may he intcrpretf·d to mean that the cost of transportation would haYl to be lowered bv 43t" per hundredweight 
or more hefore hoe;.; could 1:-e profitably sh1pped from Region 8 to Region 1. 
Source: Original data. 
CHART 8-Transportation Model, Production to Slaughter: Optimum 
Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus Consumption Regions, 27-Region 
Model, United States, 1960. 
Source, Table 2 
shipments to Region JO would only remit in a net loss ot $0.06 per 
hundredweight under 1960 equilibrium conditions. The optimum 
markets available to Region ll are Perth Amboy, New Jersey (Region 
3), Baltimore, Maryland (Region 4) and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
(Region 5). Even though no product is shipped to Region 4 from 11. 
it is one of the optimum markets for Region II because the net loss of 
making that shipment would be zero. The model acwrately confirms 
the major market areas to which great quantities of Ohio slaughter hogs 
actually are shipped. Region 10, Eastern Ohio. on the other hand, is 
shown receiving the necessary quantity of ~laughter hogs lrom Region 
17 (Burlington, Iowa) . This does not confirm the usual procurement 
procedure followed by Ohio packers in purchasing out-of-state hogs. 
l\Iost of the additional hogs needed to supply Ohio slaughters come 
from Indiana. The model, however. points out that this procedure 
costs Ohio packers $0.05 per hundredweight more than would hogs pur-
chased under equilibrium con eli tions.' 0 
lndiaua and the \Vestern Corn Belt arc both competitors to Ohio 
hog producers in the export of slaughter hogs to Eastern markets. West-
ern Ohio exporters, at a slight cost relative to the optimum, could find 
other markets in Virginia, We~t Virginia, and perhaps Easlern Ohio, 
hut they would be at a competitive disadvantage relative to Indiana, 
Alabama and l\Iississippi, North and South Carolina and Georgia, and 
the Western Corn Belt. 
10Problems associated with over-aggregation are also possible, In subsequent models the 
states of Iowa, Illinois and Missouri are presented as separate regions. 
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Slaughter-Consumption Ship111ents • Spatial Equilibrium Model 
An optimum ~hipment pattern for pork from slaughter to consump-
tion with a transportation bill of $91,993,031.00 is presented in Table 3 
and Chart C. Total> indicate quantity of retail-equivalent amounts of 
pork, in thousand~ of pounds, that mmt be shipped or received by sur-
plus and deficit region;,. A rearrangement ol surplus and deficit re-
gions is apparent. Region 6 (Virginia), for example, a deficit producer 
of slaughter hogs, is '' surplus producer of pork relative to regional con-
~umption requirements. In total, there are eight surplus pork produc-
ing region;, and nineteen deficit-producing regions. Some regions, such 
a~ Region 8 (Columbia, South (;drolina). which were not exporters of 
slaughter hogs have become net importers of pork due to low regional 
~laughter capacity relative to both production and consumption. 
Region lO (Ea~tern Ohio) produces pork in insufficient amount~ 
to supply the regional population. Additional amounts are imported 
from Region 16 ('t\Ti5consin, 1\finne~ota) . "\dditional cost of two to five 
cents per pound, pork would be supplied also from ·western Ohio, In-
diana, and the Westelll Corn Belt as far we&r as Iowa. The small 
amount of excess pork available in ·western Ohio is optimally marketed 
in Pennsylvania and 'Vest Virginia, although Ohio is in direct com-
petition with Indiana in these two markets, and with the Western Corn 
Belt in supplying· Penmylvania. At a ~light additional cost, Western 
Ohio packers could find markets in Ea~tern Ohio, New York and New 
Jersey, i\Iaryland and Delaware. 
CHART C-Spatial Equilibrium, Slaughter to Consumption: Optimum 
Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus Slaughter Region to Surplus Consump-
tion Regions, 27 -Region Model, United States, 1960. 
Source: Table 3 
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Table 3-SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM, SLAUGHTER TO CONSUMPTION: Optimum Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus 
Slaughter Regions to Surplus Consumption Regions, 27-Region Model, United States, 1!160 
Transportation cost - $91,993,031.00) 
Defictt Surplus Pork Slaughter Regwns and Toul Des• 
Slaughter Volume of E"\.port tmatmn 
Region:! Require~ 
6 II 13 14 16 17 19 20 ment2 
- .27~ 
- .17 - .15 .62 572.899 - .02 .75 -.71 572,899 
2 - .45 - .15 - .11 .. 72 .00 236,623 - .61 -.71 236,923 
3 . .12 - .03 - .02 - .51 JG4,ii83 653,878 - .77 -.70 818,461 
4 30.Yi7 
- .01 .00 - .43 ----::o2 117,864 - .80 -.74 148,421 
5 - .27 .00 168,638 .49 -.01 87,245 - .80 -.71 255,883 
7 - .76 52.iJ7I 42,981 - .42 -.19 -.08 - .99 -.81 95,652 
8 - .32 ----:-:i3 209.939 - .12 ·.II -.06 - .88 -.74 209,939 
(' 
.I - .69 - .34 ----:-:19 - .07 -.13 251.388 .91 -.65 251,388 
10 -1.07 - .04 - .05 - .66 74,301 -.02 - .82 -.73 74,301 
J;.. 12 -1.69 .. 35 - .20 - .96 ----:-:54 287.2·16 .. 88 -.81 287,246 
15 -1.24 - .42 .. 17 118,265 -.20 35,463 - .99 -.66 153,728 
18 -1.86 - .81 - .47 ---:--:40 -.29 263,640 -1.07 -.47 263,640 
21 -2.43 -1.42 -1.05 -1.03 -.30 441,929 - .80 -.22 441,929 
22 -3.19 -2.02 -1.68 -2.23 -11 ~ 39.810 -.32 39.810 
23 -3.17 -1.83 -1.47 -1.92 -.32 -.68 ----:--:62 22,800 22,800 
24 -2.59 -1.37 -1.20 -1.04 -.33 -50 - .51 117,484 ll7.484 
2:) -2.79 -1.75 -1.45 -1.83 -.01 -.69 127,185 ---::20 127.185 
26 -2.99 -1.80 -1.47 -1.90 -.26 -.61 ----:-:i9 34,194 34,194 
27 -2.:>0 -1.43 -1.13 -1.53 5.983 -.35 90,776 615.103 711.862 
Total 
Exports• 30.557 52,671 421,558 118.265 Rl7.766 2.375.:,76 257.771 789,581 4.863.745 
lThese may be otherwise regarded as surplus consumption re,g:ions m relation to local pork ,:;k,nghter. 
!!Thousands of pounds edible pork, based on a conversion ('>8.3998%) from livet"\cight 
3Dollar~ per hundredweight or centc: per pound. 
Source: Original <bta 
Produrtion-Consumptum ShifJJI>Pnis - Sfialio1 Eq11i/ibrium J\Iodel 
r\n optimum pattern for shipment ol pork from production-oriented 
~laughter point; to surplm comumption region~ i~ presented in Table 
-:! and Chart D. Over the past several decades relocation of packing 
plant; has shown a clear trend of movement clo~er to ~ources of suppl)~­
Part of the reason for thi~ ha~ been the lower transportation cost asso-
ciated with the shipment of meat a~ oppo&ecl to shipment of livestock. 
The total transportation bill for the shipment pattern in Table 4 re-
flects this saving. The co;,t of .'\ll21,06·L315.50 repre~ents a 12 percent 
saving over the aggreg·:1te tramportation hill for the production-slaugh-
ter-consumption shipments ol the two pteceding modeb. 
Should existir.g trend; in relocation continue then, il relative pro-
duction and consumption amnng regions remained unchanged, the trend 
alone would reflect changing markets for the Ohio meat packing indus-
try. Export ol live hogs ·would diminish or disappear. Under 1960 
equilibrium conditions, EaHell1 Ohio would receive supplementary pork 
lrom Minnesota-Wisconsin and the western Corn Belt. The export 
market for ;,urplus pork production in vVe;tern Ohio would remain 
unchanged except that shipments would occur in greater quantities to 
\Ve;t Virginia and the position of vVi~comin and l\linnesota as a corn-
petitor for Ohio market outlet~ would be >Omewhat improved. Western 
Ohio's ability to supply Ea~tern Ohio would therefore be somewhat im-
paired, but at a slight cost over optimum, \tVe;tern Ohio packer~ would 
lind a new market in Virginia, formerly an exporter of pork. 
CHART D-Spatial Equilibrium, Production to Consumption: Optimum 
Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus Slaughter Region to Surplus Consump-
tion Regions, 27 -Region Model, United States, 1960, 
Source: Table 4 
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Table 4-SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM, PRODUCTION TO CONSUMPTION: Optimum Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus 
Production Regions to Surplus Consumption Regions, 27-Region Model, United States, 1960 
(Transportation cost - $121,064,315.50) 
Deficit Surplus Pork Productwn Regions and Total Des• 
Producnon Volume of Export tination 
Rl-gions1 Require' 
ll 13 l4 16 17 19 20 ment-2 
.. 153 .. 13 
- .60 - .00 628.222 - .75 - .71 628,222 
<) 
- .15 - .11 - .72 - .02 345,060 .. 63 - .73 345,060 
"' 3 .. 03 .. 02 
- .51 - .02 1,245,404 .. 79 .. 72 1,245,404 
4 
- .01 71,720 - .43 .04 156,608 .82 - .76 228,328 
5 ~ 319,782 . .49 .03 .00 .. 82 •. 73 357,992 
6 .. 05 158,645 - .17 - .09 -.06 - .86 .. 74 158,645 
7 110,479 .00 •. 42 .21 -.08 -1.01 .. 83 ll0,479 
8 ---:-:13 168,908 •. 12 .13 -.06 •. 90 .. 76 168,908 
9 .. 34 ---:-.19 ·.o? .. 15 277,876 .. 93 -1.67 277,876 
o- 10 ~ .02 .. 03 .. 64 166.997 70,905 .. 82 .. 73 237,902 
12 •. 35 •. 20 .. 96 • . 06 349,304 •. 90 •. 83 349,304 
15 . .42 . .17 14,916 .. 22 106,825 -1.01 .. 68 121,741 
18 •. 81 •. 47 ~ .. 31 234,452 -1.09 .. 49 234,452 
21 -1.42 -1.05 -1.03 - .32 547,766 - .82 •. 24 547,766 
22 -2.00 -1.66 -2.22 - .ll -.90 49.514 - .32 49.514 
23 -1.81 -1.45 -1.90 •. 32 -.66 ----:-:62 76,244 76,244 
24 -1.35 -l.l6 -1.02 .. 33 -.48 - .51 139,099 139,099 
25 -1.73 -1.41 -1.81 •. 01 -.67 23.11,378 --:-:20 235,378 
26 -1.78 -1.45 -1.88 . 26 -.59 ----:-:19' 64,913 64,913 
27 -1.41 -l.ll .. 51 597.378 -.33 48,011 236,742 882,131 
rotal 
Exports '' 148,689 719,055 14,916 764.375 3.962,422 332.903 516,998 6.459.358 
1Thesc may be otherwise regarded as surplus consumption regions in relation to local pork prcduction. 
:.Thousands of pounds edible pork, based on a convention (58.3998o/o) from hvcweight. 
-.~Dollnrs nrr hLJndrC'dweight or cents per round. 
PROJECTIONS, 1960-1975 
E&timates of 1975 interregional ~hipment activity require projec-
tions of production, consumption and commodity transport costs. The 
necessary projections were derived !rom original data and from a variety 
of publi&hed sources. 
Pt>r Capita Consumptinn F.5timatt'~ 
Estimates of United State& average per capita pork and beef con-
sumption were based on a study by G. E. Brandow in which annual per-
centage changes in consumption had been determined.11 The annual 
changes were e~timated by Brandow after consideration of price elastici-
ty of demand for total lood, income elasticity of demand, and cross-elas-
ticities of demand between tood~ and non-foods. The magnitude of 
<hanges in per capita consumption estimated by Brandow were (1) -1.01 
percent per year for pork and (2) -!-2.03 percent per year for beef. 
The average United State~ per capita consumption for pork during 
the time period 1950-1960 wa~ 65.9-1 pounds (Appendix Table I). Using 
1955 as the mid-point and compounding the -1.01 percent change over 
20 years to 1975 yielded a per capita pork consumption estimate of 
53.83 pound~. The same time period and procedure resulted in a 1975 
per capita beef consumption e~timate ol 114.26 pounds. 
R<>gional Population E1·timatf's 
Percentage changes in 'tate population from 1960 to 1975 were pub-
lished in 1961 by the Kiplinger 'Vashington editors.12 These percentage 
changes were applied to 1960 Bureau of Cemus population estimates 
(Table 1) to derive regional population figures for 1975. Estimates 
for the New York City and Philadelphia metropolitan areas included in 
Region 3 were estimated by applying· a weighted average of the percent-
age changes in population of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 
Total 1975 Ohio population wa!> allocated to Eastern and Western Ohio 
in the same proportions existing in 1960. Population estimates for 
1975 are summarized in Table 6. 
Regional Estimates nf Hog Prorlurtion ancl Slaughter 
United State~ Department of Agriculture estimates o( hog market-
ings and farm slaughte1 (in thomands of pounds) were totaled, by 
states, for the period 1947-1961. State totals were aggregated into 28 
regions. The two Ohio regiom were treated as an aggregate, and Re-
g·ion 17 (Iowa, Illinoi'>, and \hssouri) was broken down into its state 
components. Regional totals w~re converted to percentage of total United 
States production to reduce the effect of production cyclesYl The same 
procedure was used in compiling a series of annual percentages of com-
mercial hog slaughter plus farm slaughter. The two series (Appendix 
-
11Brondow, G. E., "Interrelations Among Demands for Form Products and Implications 
for Control of Market Supply", The Pennsylvania State University, College of Agriculture, 
University Park, Bulletin 680, August, 1961. 
"The Kiplinger Washington Editors, 1729 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. The per-
centage changes were published as "1he Big Growth Ahead" and distributed as an enclosure 
with the December 23, 1961 Kiplinger Washington Newsletter. 
"The procedure is not wholly satisfactory. In regions where hog production is either 
extremely heavy or extremely light, production levels are not particularly responsive to cyclical 
fluctuations reflected in national production. 
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Table 5 -Percentage Share of Total Hog Marketin~ plus Fann Hog Slaughter and 
~otal Co~ercial Hog Slaughter plus Fann Hog Slaughter, 27 and 29 Re-
g~ons, Umted States, 1960 and 1975 
Hog Marketings Plu• 
Farm Hog Slaughter 
Commercial Hog Slaughter 
Plus Farm Hog Slaughter 
1960 1975 Projection• 1960 1975 Projectionl 
Region UnddJUSted AdJUoted UnadJusted AdJUsted 
1 0.28 0.18 0.18 0.75 0.22 0.22 
2 0.24 0.12' 0.12 1.94 2.20 2.20 
3 0.16 0.19 0.19 1.59 2.22 2.21 
4 0.32 0.21 0.21 1.01 0.73 0.73 
5 0.85 0.42 0.43 3.17 2.81 2.80 
6 0.98 0.71 0.72 2.62 3.76 3.74 
7 0.17 o.08' 0.08 0.30 0.11 0.11 
8 5.21 5.81 5.92 4.82 4.47 4.45 
9 0.49 0.40 0.41 0.70 0.80 0.80 
10 4.59 3.39 3.45 5.19 5.35 5.33 
II 
12 1.34 1.11 1.13 1.88 1.13 1.12 
13 8.85 9.92 10.10 6.27 7.64 7.61 
14 4.24 4.14 4.22 5.10 6.54 6.51 
15 2.37 1.89 1.92 2.08 1.60 1.59 
16 10.73 12.03 12.25 Jl.31 10.89 10.83 
17 43.41 29.88 
17a 24.60 25.06 18.71' 18.60 
17b 14.61' 14.88 4.47' 4.45 
17c 5.35 5.4!i 7.08 7.05 
18 1.08 0.363 0.37 0.82 0.47' 0.47 
19 3.66 4.27 4.3!1 3.03 2.77 2.76 
20 6.66 5.99 6.10 8.87 9.53 9.49 
21 2.27 0.96' 0.98 3.17 2.12 2.11 
22 0.54 0.15 0.15 0.62 0.68 0.68 
23 0.32 0.20' 0.20 0.80 0.38 0.38 
24 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.31 0.41 0.41 
25 0.52 0.37 0.38 1.45 1.34 1.33 
26 0.11 0.06' 0.06 0.37 0.43 0.43 
27 0.48 0.60' 0.61 1.95 1.60 1.59 
Total 100.00 98.20 100.00 100.00 100.46 100.00 
1Based on arithmetic linear least"S4Uares unkss otherw1.!!e noted 
•Compounded pcrcenta~e ch~ngc; Asymptotic curve. 
•Least squares exponential, Y = abx. 
'Least squares double log, Y = a•b. 
Source: Original Data 
Tables 2 and 3) were med in time series analysis to derive regional per-
centage estimates of production and slaughter for 1975. The percent-
age estimates of production and slaughter for Ohio were allocated be-
tween Regions 10 and II on the basis of approximate 1960 conditions. 
attributing 80 percent of each to Western Ohio. All regional percent· 
age estimates were then totaled and adjusted to 100 percent (Table 5). 
Generally, linear least squares projections of arithmetic data were 
made. Other technique~ were used in estimating production in eight 
regions and slaughter in three regions (see footnotes to Table 5). 
The conversion of percentage estimates to pounds was accomplish· 
ed by relating production and slaughter to known consumption. Since 
1975 national pork consumption is estimated at 12,599,288 thousand 
pounds (1975 population X 53.83 pounds) then production and slaugh· 
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ter in retail - equivalent weight must occur in the same amount. This 
may be converted to liveweight by dividing consumption by the same 
constant (.583998) used in the 1960 analysis. Production and slaugh-
ter for 1975 were therefore estimated at 21,574,197 thousand pounds . 
. \pplying this total to the percentage distribution of Table 5 yielded the 
1egional production and slaughter estimates presented in Table 6. 
Disposable Income Estimates 
Estimates of per capita di~po~able income in 1947 dollan were ob-
tained from the University of Illinois.14 Figures were converted to 1960 
dollar& and adjusted to the regional atTangement used in this study.1 " 
Transportation Cost Estimates 
The functiom used in generating 1960 transportation rates were 
employed also in the 1975 analysis. Estimates of percentage increase 
in rates between 1960 and 1975 were determined, however, so that 1960 
rates could be adjusted appropriately. The percentage changes were 
derived through analysis ol time series covering the thirteen-year period 
1948-1960 (Appendix Table 4). The index of rail freight rates wa& 
deflated by the wholesale price index and the deflated series, in 1960 
dollars, was used as the basis for projections.11' 
The projected live animal and meat rates as a percent of the 1960 
rates were 117.34 and 114.89, respectively. (Appendix Table 4) 
Estimates of Avemge Retail Price of Pork and Beef 
The 1975 United States average retail price of pork was estimated 
by time series analysis. The <;arne <;et of time series used in the deriva-
tion of parameters for the demand function in the 1960 analysis was re-
employed using pork price as the variable to be explained. (Appendix 
Table I). The analysis yielded the following functions: 
1. YP 168.6763- 1.3055X1 - .4901X~ + .0080X:: 
(Ry = .915) 
where: 
YP = United States average retail price of pork, cents per pound. 
X 1 ~= United States average per capita pork consumption, pounds. 
X~ ~ United States average per capita beef consumption, pounds. 
Xa -= Unitd States average per capita disposable income, dollars. 
All variables for the equation have been determined. Disposable in-
come for 1975 wa~ established at $2,916. Pork and beef consumption 
"Initial estimates were provided by Dr. G. G. Judge, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
University of Illinois, Urbona . 
.. 
1"1960 Supplement to Economic Indicators," Office of Statistical Standards Bureau of 
the Budget, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. 'C., 1960. Consumer price index 
in 1947 was 95.5 and in 1960, 126.5. The Illinois estimates were therefore multiplied by 
126.5 , or 1.325. 
95.5 
10The use of rail rates as an indicator of truck rates is not a matter of choosing among 
alternatives. The availability of published rail rates is largely a by-product of regulation. 
Meat shipments by truck are also regulated but data of broad applicability are not readily 
available over a period of years. Livestock shipments by truck are not regulated, and rates 
are not published. The investigators are somewhat encouraged by the thought that com-
petition between regulated railroads and regulated or unregulated trucks will cause changes 
in truck rates to follow changes in rail rates rather closely. 
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in 1975 ·were e;timated at 53.8:\ pound; per capita and 114.26 pound> 
per capita, re;pectivelv. Incorporating these variables in the equation 
resulted in an estim<Jted 1975 average retail pork price of 65.83 cents 
per pound. 
The 1975 average United States retail price of beef (all grade;), 
which is consistent with the e'timated pork ronwmption, beef consump-
tion, income, and pork price, wa' e~timated to be 92.88 cents per pound. 
The use of estimating equatiom based on historic data to predict 
1975 values assumes that the coeificients of the equations will not change 
greatly over time. These assumptions .'>eem to be whstantiated by ~tud­
ies that have employed such variables over time.'' 
SHIPMENT PATTERNS FOR 1975 
Three 29-region models were employed in the estimation of 1975 
;hipment patterns for hog' and pork. The analysis was conducted in 
a manner identical to that employed in developing the 1960 models. No 
regional changes were made beyond the di>aggregation oi Region 17 
(Iowa, Illinois and l\Ii~souri). The discussion in this section deah 
with three models: (I) A transportation model describing a least co;t 
;hipment pattern for hogs moving from production to slaughter, and 
two spatial equilibrium models describing optimum (2) slaughter-con-
mmption and (3) production-consumption shipments. Regional iden-
tities and basic inputs are summarized in Table 6. 
Production-Slaughter Shipments - Transport(ffion Model 
An optimum shipment pattern for live hogs moving from ~urplus 
production regions to surplus slaughter regions under estimated 1975 
conditions is presented in Table 7 and Chart E. There are seven sur-
plus regions a-nd twenty-two deficit regions. Minor regional rearrange-
ments from the 1960 pattern are apparent. Due to an expansion oi the 
slaughter industry in v\'estern Ohio, Region 11 is no longer a net ex-
porter ol live hogs. Arkans<Js and Louisiana (Region 18) have aho 
become net importers of live hogs due to a decline in regional produc-
tion relative to regional slaughter. Hogs imported into Western Ohio 
(Region II) are purchased in Regions 13 and l7b (Indiana and Illi-
nois) . Supplementary hogs required by the slaughter industry in East-
ern Ohio (Region I 0) are obtained from Indiana and from Wisconsin 
and l\finnesota (Region 16) . Neither Eastern nor Western Ohio have 
any favorable alternatives to these procurement sources. 
Slaughter-Consumption Shipme11ls - Spotial Equilibriu111 Model 
An optimum ~hipment pattern for net movement of pork from wr-
plus slaughter regions to surplus consumption regions is presented in 
Table 8 and Chart F. The arrangement of surplus and deficit regions 
is identical to the arrangement existing in 1960 with one exception ex-
17Breimyer, H. F., "Demand and Prices for Meat," Economic Research Service, United 
States Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin Number 1253, December, 1961. See also, 
Kelly, P. L., et. a!., op. cit., and Judge, G. G. and T. D. Wallace, op. cit. 
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Table 6- Estimated Hog Production, Total Hog Slaughter, Population, and Di~posable Income., 29 Regions, United States, 
1975 
Region State 
Me., N.H., Vt., Mass., Conn, R.I. 
2 N.Y. (N.Y.C. excluded) 
3 N.J., N.Y.C., Phila. 
4 Md., D.C., Del. 
5 Pa. (Phiia. excluded) 
6 Virginia 
7 West Virginia 
8 N.C., S.C., Ga. 
9 Florida 
lO Eastern Ohio 
11 Western Ohio 
12 Michigan 
13 Indiana 
14 Kentucky, Tenn. 
15 Alabama, Miss. 
16 Wisconsin, Minn. 
17a Iowa 
17b Illinois 
17c Missomi 
18 Arkansas. Louisiana 
19 North Dakota, South Dakota 
20 Nebraska, Kansas 
21 Oklahoma, Texas 
22 Mont., Wyo., Idaho 
23 Colorado 
24 New Mexico, Arizona 
25 Washington, Oregon 
26 Nevada, Utah 
27 California 
United States 
Basing 
Point 
Boston 
Syracuse 
Perth Amboy 
Baltimore 
Harrisburg 
Richmond 
Charleston 
Columbia 
Tampa 
Cleveland 
Dayton 
Lansing 
Indianapolis 
Bowling Green 
Birmingham 
SL. Paul 
Des Moines 
Peoria 
Jefferson City 
Monroe 
Aberdeen 
Grand Island 
Ft. Worth 
Billings 
Denver 
Gallup 
l'ortland 
Salt Lake City 
Fresno 
Hog 
Productionl 
(000 lbs.) 
38,834 
25,889 
40,991 
45,306 
92,769 
155,334 
17,259 
1,277,192 
88.454 
148,862 
595,448 
243,788 
2,178,994 
910.431 
414,225 
2,642,839 
5,406,493 
3,210,241 
1,175,794 
79,825 
938,478 
1,316,026 
2I1,'127 
32,361 
43,148 
17,259 
81,982 
12,945 
131,603 
21,574,197 
Hog 
Slaughtct 2 
(000 1bs.) 
·i7,463 
321,468 
888,351 
157,492 
345,681 
806,875 
23,732 
960,052 
172,594 
229,981 
919,924 
241,631 
1,641,796 
1,404,480 
343,030 
2,336.485 
4,012,799 
960,052 
1,520,981 
101,399 
59:;,448 
2,047,390 
455,216 
146,705 
81,982 
88,454 
286,937 
92,769 
343,030 
21,574,197 
Popu• 
lauon3 
(000) 
13,031 
7,244 
26,834 
6,337 
8,650 
5,038 
1,562 
12,622 
9,508 
7,234 
5,966 
10,639 
6,107 
7,068 
5,761 
9.6U 
2,978 
13,328 
5,135 
5,919 
1,363 
4,084 
15,794 
2,058 
2,614 
4,149 
5,981 
1.760 
25,619 
234,057 
Per Captta 
Dt::.posablc 
Income"-
(dollars) 
3.312 
3.541 
3.541 
3,2i8 
2.925 
2,363 
2.207 
2.016 
3,ll7 
3.171 
3,197 
2,828 
2,613 
2.270 
2,031 
2,500 
2,139 
3,553 
2,935 
2,167 
1,505 
2,264 
2,639 
1,914 
2,502 
2.689 
2,351 
2,469 
3,421 
2,916 
lU. S. T otai d~nved bv conversiOn (171. 23 3 percent) from estimated pork consumption. Rel!ional values derivEd from percentage d1strihution presented 
in Table 5. 
:zu. S. Total derived bv conversion (171.233 percent) from estimated pork consumption. Regwna:l values derived from percentage dtstnbution present· 
d in Table 5. 
'"The Big Growth Ahead," The Kiplinger Washington Editors, 1729 H St., N. W. Washingotn D.C., Spcc~al enclosure, issue of December 23, 1961. 
•Provided by G. G. Judge, Dept. of Agr. Econ .. Univ. of III., Adjustments for selected regions based on "Survey of Buyin~ Power." Sales Manage• 
ment Magazine of Marketing, May 10, 1961. 
Table ?-TRANSPORTATION MODEL, PRODUCTION TO SLAUGHTER: Optimum Shipment Pattern for Slaughtet 
Hogs, Surplus Production Regions to Surplus Slaughter Regions, 29-Region Model, United States, 1975 
(Transportation cost - $63,327,881.60) 
Deficit Surplus Hog Production Reg1ons and Volume Total Des• 
Production of Export tmatton 
Rcgions1 Require ... 
R 12 13 H 16 17• 17h 19 ment2 
1 - .493 2.157 - .09 - .90 .. 03 .• 12 6,472 - .94 8,629 
2 •. 90 -:-:IS 
- .27 -1.22 •. 21 •. 10 295,579 •. 91 295,579 
3 •. 45 .• 19 - .04 .. 86 •. 09 .. 09 847.360 . .99 847.360 
4 .. 36 ·.HI 
- .02 .. 77 .07 - .14 112,186 - .98 112,186 
5 . .53 .. 18 .. 03 •. 85 .. 09 .. 14 252,912 - .99 252,912 
6 304.195 -1.23 206.249 .. 48 . .13 .. 18 141.097 -1.03 651,541 
7 . .50 .. 15 6.473 - .64 .. 17 .. 28 ----:-m -1.08 6,473 
9 12.945 .. 97 --:-::44 71,195 .. 53 . .42 .. 28 -1.51 84,140 
10 --:r:i8 . .15 .. 09 -1.19 2.159 .II 78,960 - .92 81,119 
...., II -1.23 . .37 324,476 -1.11 ~ •. 17 -o:oo - .53 324,476 
...., 14 -1.04 •. 76 ---:-:i2 - .50 .. 22 •. 02 494,049 -1.19 494,049 
17c ·.2.13 -1.37 •. 73 -1.40 . .21 345.187 ----:-:32 -1.02 345,187 
18 •. 87 -1.08 .. 16 .. 04 .. 22 -."]2 21,574 -1.12 21,574 
20 -2.45 -1.47 -1.16 -1.98 i7.66.> 633.699 . . 55 •. 26 731,364 
21 ·1.55 -1.42 .. 91 •. 93 --:-:13 243,789 . .41 .65 243,789 
22 ·2.83 ·2.30 -1.55 ·2.41 0.00 ---:-:21 .. 82 114,344 114,344 
23 ·2.39 -1.29 -1.14 -1.90 38.834 .. 01 .. 58 ---:-::i5 38,834 
24 -1.99 -1.65 -1.20 -1.48 ---:--:29 71.195 .. 47 .. 52 71,195 
25 -2.85 -1.89 -1.60 -2.36 0.00 --:-:31 .. 90 204,955 204.955 
26 ·2.49 ·2.43 -1.24 -1.99 .. 02 79.824 .. 59 ---:-:o2 79,824 
27 -2.39 -1.54 -1.23 -1.31 187.696 . .12 .. 70 23.731 211.427 
rota! 
Exports' 317.140 2.157 537,198 71,195 306.354 1,393.694 2,250,189 343,030 5.220.957 
'These mav be otherwise re~arded as •urplus slaughter regions in relation to local hoc production 
'Thousands of pounds 1ivewcight. 
•Dollars per hundredweight or cents per pound. 
Source: Original data 
CHART E-Transportation Model, Production to Slaughter: Optimum 
Shipment Pattern for Slaughter Hogs, Surplus Production Regions to Surplus 
Slaughter Regions, 29-Region Model, United States, 1975. 
Source: Table 7 
posed by disaggregation of Region 17 (Iowa, Illinoi~. and 1\Ii~souri, in 
the 1960 analysis). Iowa and 1\fi~~o,ouri are exporters of pork, but due 
to decentralization of Illinois slaughter and consequent closing of manv 
Chicago packing plants, Illinois appean a~ a net importer of pork in 
1975.18 
l\fost surplus regions increased greatly in export capacity over 1960 
levels although total pork consumption changed little. This may incli· 
cate that slaughter activity will continue to concentrate in regions char-
acterized by decentralization of slaughter activity. For example, in-
creases in slaughter activity are apparent in Virginia, Western Ohio, 
Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee, Iowa and Missouri, and Nebraska 
and Kansas. However. Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota and South 
Dakota do not appear to share in the trend. 
Equilibrium conditions in 1975 may result in increased trade be-
tween Western Ohio (Region 11) and Eastern Ohio (Region 10). The 
"Illinois slaughter declined rapidly between 1947 and 1961. A single log function 
modified this trend noticeably in the estimation of 1975 slaughter levels. Nevertheless, if 
one assumes that the decline was due to the closing of Chicago packing houses, and if the 
trend in Chicago itself was essentially completed by 1961, then the aggregate Illinois trend 
is overemphasized. The data suggest emphatically, however, that Illinois may represent one 
of the most favorable areas of the United States for new slaughter locations in the next ten 
years. 
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Tabl~ 8-SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM, SLAUGHTER TO CONSUMPTION: Optimum Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus 
Slaughter Regions to Surplus Consumption Regions, 29-Region Modd, United Staks, 1975 
(Transportation cost - $127,190,995.90) 
Deft cit Surplus Pork Slaughter Regions and Total 
Slaughter Volume of E~port Destination 
R~gion1 6 II J:l 14 16 17a 17c 19 20 Requirements
3 
I 
- .45" - .33 - .31 •• 71 - .18 6ll,557 - .40 -1.05 -1.00 6ll,557 
2 - .62 - .2.7 .. 22 - .79 - .14 151.065 . . 22 .. 85 - .97 151,065 
3 - .12 - .02 229,575 •. 42 •• 02 503,329 - .91 - .91 - .83 732,904 
4 168,530 - .01 54,425 - .35 - .06 .. 10 •. 19 .. 97 •. 90 222,955 
5 •. 21 48,370 213,220 •. 43 .. 06 •. 08 - .17 .. 97 •. 87 261,590 
7 •. 88 82,617 ---:-:oo •. 34 •. 26 .. 32 •. 21 -l.l9 •. 98 82.615 
8 •. 37 -.HI 107,661 40 •. 17 .. 14 132,080 -1.06 •. 90 239,781 
9 •. 86 •. 45 ----:-§.7 384,856 - .25 •. 13 ---:-:o3 -1.12 •. 85 384.856 
10 -1.19 99,441 •. 01 •. 58 138,095 .06 - .26 •. 95 •. 85 2!16.536 
"' 
12 -1.86 ---:--:32 • .14 •. 87 445,799 - .04 •. 38 •. 97 •. 89 445.799 
J>.. 15 -1.63 •. 68 •. 39 .. 06 --:-::w - .29 166,405 -1.39 -1.01 166.405 
17b -2.72 -1.06 •. 62 -1.15 • .10 74.104 ~ -1.15 •. 88 74,104 
18 -2.30 -1.08 - .69 
- .47 - .53 ---:-:29 308.501 -1.14 •. 74 308.501 
21 ·2.69 -1.53 -l.lO - .94 •. 28 1133.612 - .16 - .86 • .19 ()33.612 
22 -3.62 -2.27 -1.88 -2.38 • .12 ----:-:28 -1.09 47.737 •. 36 47.737 
23 -3.60 ·2.06 -1.64 ·2.02 .. 37 •. 25 -1.02 ---:-:72 105,528 105.528 
24 -2.98 -1.57 -1.38 -1.09 - .42 180.368 -l.l8 - .63 ---:-:o.5 180.368 
25 -3.16 -1.96 -1.61 -1.91 •. 00 ~ -1.10 185,577 .. !!3 185,577 
26 -3.39 -2.02 -1.64 -1.99 •. 29 - .19 -1.05 --:-:22 48,755 48,755 
27 -2.83 -1.60 -1.25 -1.57 202,978 .. 12 - .37 18,484 787.989 1,009,451 
rota! 
Exports• 168,530 230,426 604,881 384,896 785,872 2.154.031) li06.986 251.798 942272 6129.696 
.tThcsc mav be otherwise ree:arded as surplus con&umption regions in relation to local pork slat!ghter. 
"Thousands ol pounds edible pork, based on a conversion {~8.3998%) from h\'C"cig~t. 
'Dollars per hundredweight or <ento per pound. 
Source: Original data 
CHART F-Spatial Equilibrium, Slaughter to Consumption: Optimum 
Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus Regions to Surplus Consumption 
Regions, 29-Region Model United States, 1975. 
Source: Table 8 
market for WeHem Ohio pork generally may have expanded, with ship-
ment~ to Penmylvania (Region 5) and WeH Virginia (Region 7) per-
haps more than doubled, and large shipments to Eastern Ohio. Larger 
indirect cost~, 10 moreover, suggest that the competitive position of vVest-
ern Ohio in the market~ it supplies may be somewhat improved (over 
!960 conditiom) relative to other Corn Belt suppliers. Similarly, com· 
petition from Southern exporting regions may be more keenly felt re-
~ulting in ~omewhat of a shift of \Vestern Ohio export emphasi~ away 
from the Southeast and more toward the Northea~t. 
Produrtion-Consumpliml Sliipmml\ - SfHrtia! Frtuilibriwn ModP! 
An optimum pattern for shipment of production-oriented slaugh-
ter to surplus con'-umption regions i~ presented in Table 9 and Chart 
G. The total transportation bill of '!1161.6 million represents a saving 
of $29 million over the aggregate transport at ion bills of the preceeding 
two models. The arrangement of surplus and deficit regiom is identical 
to that prescribed in the comparable 1960 model. 
Should the trend toward production-oriented slaughter continue, 
Western Ohio would be much le'>s sig·nificant as an exporter of pork 
than was indicated by the parallfl 1960 model. Ohio's competitive posi-
'"Interregional value differences less interregional transportation casts. 
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Table 9-SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM, PRODUCTION TO COSUMPTION: Optimum Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus 
Production Regions to Surplus Consumption Regions, 29-Region Model, United States, 1975 
(Transortation cost - $161,570,642.50) 
Deftclt Surplus Pork Production Rl!gwns and Total 
Productwn Volume of Export Destmatwn 
Rcgwns1 II 11 H 16 17a l7b i 7c 19 20 Rcqwrcmcnts
2 
- .33" .35 .86 .20 616.882 - .26 - .61 -1.07 -1.02 616,882 
2 .32 
- .27 - .94 .17 323,835 - .01 4" 
. " 
- .87 .99 323,835 
3 .06 - .04 .57 .04 1.028.804 199.549 .:;o .93 .8.5 1,228.353 
4 .Ill 288.433 .46 .04 .(16 - .02 .44 - .95 .88 288,433 
5 .00 320,687 .54 .04 .04 88.542 .34 - .95 .85 409,229 
6 
- .06 209,620 .17 .11 .10 --:o3 .31 -1.00 .86 209,620 
'i 40.968 45,417 .45 .24 .28 - .08 .. ::,8 -1.17 .96 86.38:> 
8 - .15 54.483 .09 .15 .10 - .04 .17 -1.04 .88 14,48:1 
9 
- .34 .lli 58,537 
-·--
I" .01 371,676 .09 -l 02 .72 433,213 
,...., 10 .03 .04 
- .72 .01 .05 284,010 .46 - .96 .86 284,010 
o- 12 .34 .16 -1.00 155,379 .02 289.266 - 57 - .97 .. 89 444,64:> 
lr, 
.51 .62 38,464 .28 .08 .06 85,655 -1.20 .82 124.119 
IR - .91 .92 - .41 .34 .08 - .15 320,373 -1.24 r,• •• >:1 320.373 
21 -1.57 -1.14 -1.09 .30 776.327 - .58 ----:--:37 - .!18 .21 776.327 
22 -2.29 -1.90 
-2.31 .12 - .26 -1.10 - .28 114.527 .36 ll·l.!l27 
23 2.08 -1.66 -2.15 .37 <)" 
- ·-·') -1.04 -1.21 --:-:72 128.227 l!!H 22i 
24 -Ull -1.42 -1.20 .44 222.037 .64 - .39 - R, -----:-:iY7 ~2~.037 
2~ -l.!lR -1.63 -2.04 .00 .27 .97 -1.31 305,313 - .23 30!l.lll:l 
26 -2.04 -1.66 -2.12 .29 .17 .9."i -1.24 ~ 95,384 95,384 
<)-_, 
-l.!l2 -1.27 -!.70 809,33:; .06 .7!l - .56 32,277 29I,!ll7 I,I33.129 
Total 
Exports• 40,968 !ll8.G40 97,001 !164,714 2.967,885 1.236,043 406,028 152,117 5Ei.128 7.59ll r,24 
1These may be otherwise regarded as surplus conoumptiOn regions in relation to local pod._ productwn and o:.lau9;htcr. 
LThousands of pounds edtblc pork, hascd on a conH·rHnn (1R \998%) from lt\C\\etght 
iDollars per hundredweight or cents per pour-ad, 
'>onrce: Original data 
tion as an exportet to the market it would retain (WeH Virginia), ho·w-
ever, would be comparatively stronger than was indicated by the 1960 
pattern. Abo, it appean that Eastern Ohio would meet its needs for 
supplementary pork with shipments Lrom Illinois rather than "Wisconsin 
and Minnesota, although pork could be obtained from \Viscomin-I\Iin-
nesota (Region 16) for little additional cost. 
CHART G-Spatial Equilibrium, Production to Consumption: Optimum 
Shipment Pattern for Pork, Surplus Production Regions to Surplus Consump-
tion Regions, 29-Region Model, United States, 1975. 
Source: Table 9 
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INTERREGIONAL IMPLICATIONS, 1960-1975 
Evaluation of implications of the foregoing analysis is tempered by 
four considerations: (1) The analy-;is ~eeks to optimize interregional 
trade activity in the hog-pork sector of the livestock-meat economv, 
, .. -bile the industry seeks to optimi7e aggregate activity at the expense of 
single sectors, if necessary. But " determination of the extent of dis-
economy in a single sector is a component of decision-making for aggre-
gate activity. The analysis propose~ optimum standards which other-
wise might not be established for the hog-pork sector separately. (2) 
The analysis seeks to determine optimum activity for a single year while 
the industry seeks to optimi7e the long·-run. at the expense of a single 
year, if necessary. Optimum in the long-run, however, is the aggregate 
perfonnance of a series of single years. An evaluation of single year 
performance is a component of lonl?;·run decision-making. (3) Limits 
of the results are found in limits of the information introduced into the 
analysis. But the models are stru<.tured to incorporate the information 
that ordinarily is employed in developing management decisions, and 
(4) Projections were based upon present trends. The 1975 solutions. 
therefore, may be interpreted as conditions responding to continuing 
trends or as conditiom indicating impending changes in present trends. 
lmplimlions to the Industry 
Some basic changes that the livestock-meat industrv may anticipate 
for the hog-pork sector are evident in Table 10. Despite the persistent 
decline in per capita pork comwnption. the industry may enjoy a modest 
(8 percent) expansion due to a rapid rate of population increase.20 
The gTeatest population growth is expected in the Mid-Atlantic states, 
in Florida ancl in the "\Vest and Southwest. These areas are not asso-
ciated with expansion of slau~·hter activity in comparable proportions 
although some increa~es may be anticipated in Florida and the South-
west. Proiection of present trends indicates that Virginia, Western Ohio 
and New Mexico and Arizona mav experience a more rapid increase in 
slaughter activity than elsewhere in the United States. The basis for 
this increase in these reg·ions, and in other re?;ions, is not found in a 
parallel increase in production. Generally the level of slaug·hter antici-
pated in areas of increased activitv will exceed regional production po-
tentials by 1975 (Table 11). This may mean that the present rapid 
rate of slaughter relocation towilrcl presumed sources of supply may oc-
cur at a slower rate than present trend~ indicate. The possibility seems 
to be confirmed by total transportation bills derived from the 1960 and 
1975 analyses. The 1960 production-consumption shipment pattern 
(Table ~) revealed a potential 12 percent decrease in transportation 
costs over aggregate production-!·,laughter-consumption shipments in 
1960. The parallel ~hipment pattern for 1975 (Table 9) , however, 
indicated that production-oriented. slaughter would represent a 15 per-
""lndeed, whether the figures represent any increase at all depends upon comparative 
positions on a production cycle in the two periods being compared. U.S. hog production has 
been greater in other years than it was in 1960. 
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Table 10-Hog Production, Hog Slaughter, Population and Per Capita Disposable 
Income, 27 Regions, United States, 1975 as a Percent o{ 1960 
Region Basing Hog Hog Population Per Capita 
Point Production Slaughter Disposable 
Income 
1 Boston, Mass 71.21 31.79 123.99 153.26 
2 Syracuse, N.Y. 54.07 138,01 119.00 152.56 
3 Perth Amboy, N.J. 128.87 116.50 127.15 144.83 
4 Baltimore, 1\ld. 70.56 78.35 146.99 142.83 
5 Harrisburg, Pa. 55.15 100.83 123.99 149.54 
6 Richmond, Va. 79.88 154.84 126.99 142.95 
7 Char leo ton, 'r. Va. !)0.16 89.73 83.98 142.94 
8 Columbia, S.C. 123.01 ~9.18 116.00 142.78 
9 Tampa, Fla. 92.68 122.65 192.00 179.14 
10 Cleveland, Ohio !!2.91 50.02 136.00 152.89 
II Dayton, Ohio 80.44 159.82 135.99 152.89 
12 Lansing, Mich. 91.09 64.65 135.99 136.42 
13 Indianapolis, Ind. 123.7!) 131.28 130.99 134.21 
14 Bowling Green, Ky. 108.24 Ul7.99 107.QI 161.91 
15 Birmingham, Ala. 87.84 82.34 105.82 158.79 
16 St. Paul, Minu. 122.l!i 103.62 131.33 133.83 
17 Burlington, Iowa 112.89 9!i.59 124.95 132.96 
18 Monroe, Loubiana 36.98 lil.l9 117.37 153.58 
19 Aberdeen, S. Dakota 127.99 98.49 103.97 108.04 
20 Grand Island, Neb. 100.98 115.68 113.76 124.39 
21 Ft. Worth, Texas 46.71 71.81 132.63 153.07 
22 Billings, Montana 29.87 117.39 123.08 107.23 
23 Denver, Colorado li4.42 !\1.73 149.03 127.52 
24 Gallup, New :\lexica 71.00 144.lli 184.15 158.74 
25 Portland, Oregon 7M7 99.4H 129.40 116.10 
26 Salt Lake City. t;tah !l9.02 124.!):~ 149.66 130.70 
27 Fresno, California 136.44 !!8.41 i63.00 142.36 
United States 108.12 108.12 131.15 135.65 
Source: Tables I and 6. 
cent transportation cost saving over aggregate production-slaug·hter-con-
sumption shipment~. This suggests that a continuation of current pat-
terns of regional relocation in ~laughter activity could result in over-
expansion relative to regional ~upplies in areas apparently desirable by 
present standard~. Some interregional changes seem justified on the 
basis of present trencls; others appear to suggest impending changes in 
present trends. 
Interregional CliangPs in Production, Slaught~r and Consumption 
The propensity of the packing industry to locate close to sources of 
supply is based in part on a desire to minimize total transportation 
charges.21 That production-oriented slaughter serves to minimize trans-
port costs is demonstrated in production-consumption shipment patterns 
in both the I 960 and the I 975 analyses. On this basis, regions that are 
low in slaughter capacity relative to hoth hog production and pork con-
sumption appear to offer favorable opportunities for increased slaughter 
21Mcny considerations other then transportation costs enter into pecking plant location 
decisions. Livestock quantity end quality is one of them. Others include the comparative 
costs end efficiencies of existing plants end proposed plants; comparative labor costs end 
union contracts; state tax laws along with apparent legislative attitudes; the cvcilcbility of 
necessary facilities, particularly water; end the market value of the existing plant. 
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Table II -Slaughter Hog Production and Total Hog Slaughter as a Percent of Pork 
Consumption, 27 and 29 Regions, United States, 1960 and 1975. 
EotJinateJ 1960 Levels Estimated 1 Q7) Levels 
Rrgions Consumpt1on Slaughtrr1 Production1 ( on sum ptiOn Slaughter' Productionl 
100.0 12.70 !.64 100.0 3.9!j 3.23 
2 100.0 32.2:! 7.03 100.0 48.14 3.88 
~~ 100.0 ~!2.31 1.35 100.0 3!J.9~ 1.66 
.j 100.0 41.70 13.33 100.0 26.96 7.76 
!) 100.0 43.9:) 21.55 100.0 43.36 11.64 
I) 100.0 117..!7 43.84 100.0 173.7!3 33.45 
7 100.0 28.68 16.54 100.0 16.48 11.99 
8 100.0 79.57 85.33 100.0 8252 109.78 
9 100.0 2!\.41 17.24 100.0 19.69 10.09 
10 100.0 77.31 30.19 100.0 :!4.49 22.33 
II 100.0 117.3:) l:i0.91 100.0 167.28 108.28 
l2 100.0 42.73 30.60 100.0 24.64 24.86 
13 100.0 240.0!j 337.79 100.0 291.66 387.09 
14 100.0 137.82 113.89 100.0 215.5H 139.75 
15 100.0 68.44 77..-17 100.0 64.60 78.01 
J(j 100.0 273.78 262.70 100.0 262.03 296.38 
17 100.0 310.45 f62.11 
17a 100.0 1461.87 1969.60 
17b 100.0 78.15 261.31 
17c 100.0 321.34 248.41 
18 100.0 2H.39 38.28 100.0 18M 14.63 
19 100.0 412.'14 :)00.22 100.0 473.95 746.99 
20 100.0 440.92 324.6Ci 100.0 543.88 349.60 
21 100.0 47.61 31.00 100.0 31.27 14.52 
22 100.0 66.85 .>7.9ii 100.0 77.34 17.06 
23 100.0 80.81 :H.I5 100.0 34.02 17.91 
24 100.0 24.36 9.6:, 100.0 23.13 4.5! 
2!J 100.0 :i:i.Sl !9.9G IOO.U :i2.or, 14.87 
26 100.0 56.6.~ 16.68 100.0 .>7.18 7.98 
27 100.0 22.08 5.49 100.0 14.53 5.57 
1Reta1l~equivalent werght 
Source: Computations in retail-equivalent weig-hts ba,ed on Table, :nHl 6. 
actiVIty since both hog and pork >.hipment distances are minimized. 
North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia (Region 8), Alabama and 
Mississippi (Region 15) and Arkansas and Louisiana (Reg·ion 18) dis-
played these characteristics in 1960. But eHimates of 1975 slaughter 
disclosed increases in none of these regions. Slaughter remained un· 
changed in Region 8 and declined in Regions 15 and 18. 
By and large, packing plant relocation is a characteristic of national 
and large regional firms. Small firms cease operations at one site with· 
out relocating elsewhere. While the patterns displayed by developing 
conditions in Regions 8 and 18 may reflect a certain unawareness of po-
tential by large firms, it may also reflect other factors not related to 
transportation cost advantages. Undesirable animal quality attributes 
would explain an apparent lack of packer enthusiasm for location in 
some southern regions. Parasites and animal disease would prevent a 
prohibitively high percentage of pork from passing :Federal inspection 
and entering interstate trade. Such conditions could promote inter-
state shipment of hogs and intrastate distribution of pork from plants 
not subject to :Federal inspection. A pattern of consumer-oriented 
plant locations might emerge under such conditions. The projection 
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ot present trencb doe~ indicate that opportunitie~ normally associated 
with surplus hog production relative to local slaughter capacity will not 
be thoroughly exploited in the Southeast by 1975. 
Southern, we~ tel n and northern Corn Belt lringe area~ present a 
different pattern. In 1960 Kentucky and Tenne:;~ee (Region H), \<Vis· 
consin and Minnewta (Region 16) and Nebraska and Kamas (Region 
20) all displayed slaughter capacity in excess ol production levels, and 
production level!. higher than comumption level~ (Table 11). Under 
these conditions slaughterers were obliged to import hogs from other 
regions and abo enter interregional trade in the di~tribution of pork. 
Implication:; to 'laughter capacity exceeding regional production and 
consumption are found in contparative prices for hogs and for pork 
relative to other regions. For example, equilibrium conditions in 1960 
found Region 16 packer> paying $0.10 per hundredweight more for hogs 
than prices prevailing in the base region (Region 11, Western Ohio), 
but realizing $1.02 less per hundredweight than the base region in pork 
prices received (Table 12). In contrast Arkansas and Louisiana pack-
ers (Region 18) bought hogs at $0.32 less than base region price and 
sold pork at $0.83 more than base region price. Competitive conditiom 
therefore appear to be more rigorous in areas where slaughter exceed'> 
local levels of production and comumption. Such conditions were char-
actristic oi the Corn Belt fringe areas in 1960 and suggested that, on 
the basis of price differentials, the climate lor further increases in packer 
activity might be less favorable than in southern regions. Projected 
trends disclosed, however, that increases in both production and slaugh-
ter generally may be anticipated in these Corn Belt fringe areas with 
slaughter levels continuing to exceed local production. The exception 
to the generalization 'Was the Wisconsin-Minnesota region, which di~­
played unfavorable price relationships relative to the base region in 
1960. The I 975 ~hipment patterns indicated a ~light increase in slaugh· 
ter activity in the area, accompanied by an increase in hog production 
and a comequent surplus of slaughter hogs. The resulting pattern oi 
price differentials was more amenable to slaughter location and inter-
regional competition in 1975 than in 1960. 
Other regions displaying c:onditions lavorable to increased slaughter 
activity in the 1960 analysis were Western Ohio (Region 11), Indiana 
(Region 13), Iowa, Illinois and 1\Ii~wuri (Region 17), and North and 
South Dakota (Region 19). The 1975 analy~is indicated that all or 
these regions may follow this anticipated pattern and generally the ex· 
tent of slaughter growth ~till may not utilize production existing in the 
respective regions. There were two exceptions: (1) Projections indi-
cated a decrease in Illinois ~laughter due principally to post-war closing 
of many Chicago plants. Consequently, Illinois appears to be one of 
the most desirable states for slaughter location in the U.S. over the next 
decade. (2) Continuation of post-war rates of increase in slaughter in 
\<\'estern Ohio and Mi~souri can result in slaughter levels exceeding 
production levels in 1975 by ~ubstantial proportions. 
The effect on pork price and consumption of these interregional 
shifts in population, hog production and total slaughter is presented in 
Tables 13 and 14. The pattern of trade toward which the industry is 
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Table 12- Cents Per Pound LiYe Hog Price and Retail Pork Price Differentials Between Regions, Transportation and Spatial 
Equillbrium Solutions, 27- and 29-Region Models, United States, 1!160 and 1975 
(Based on Dayton, Ohio, Region 11) 
Transportation lvfodeh: Spatial Equi!1brium Models 
Region1 Production to Slaughter to Production to Slaughtet to Production tn 
Slaughter Consumption Consumption Consumption Consumption 
Model Model Model Model Model 
1960 197; 1960 197) 1960 1975 1960 197l 1960 1971 
1.28 1.34 1.53 1.62 l.5:i 1.58 l.;i3 1.152 I .5£\ 1.'\8 
0 
.97 .80 1.23 1.31 1.2:J 1.27 1.23 1.33 1.23 1.27 
3 1.02 .98 1.28 1.49 1.2!' 1.4.) 1.~8 1.49 1.28 1.4:"r 
4 .82 .7i 1.07 1.2:1 1.07 1.2:\ l.Oi 1.2:> 1.07 1.23 
fi .79 .72 1.04 1.19 l.o-1 1.19 UH l.l9 1.0-! 1.19 
(i 
.90 .88 .57 ,{)(i 1.16 1.33 57 .66 l.lti L:tl 
7 .43 .33 .60 .fi9 .60 .69 _(j() .(i9 .60 .ti!l 
8 .2~~ .O() l.l5 1.23 l.l.'i .58 1.].) 1..)2 l.l5 ] <l() ·~'-I) 
.69 1.11 1.60 1.69 1.60 1.89 1.60 1.78 l.fiO 1.89 
10 .36 .22 .53 .6:) .. ,:J,) .62 • .13 .6:; .:).) f" 
. ·~ II .00 .00 .00 .on .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
(..) 12 .!5 - .Ill .29 .42 .29 .40 .29 .42 .29 .40 
1-V 13 - .15 - .35 .19 - .22 .19 ~ .22 - .29 .22 .29 .22 
14 .26 .12 .oi - .14 .08 .of; .08 - .Oti .Of~ .Ofi 
15 - .26 .00 .i4 .6~ .81 .81 .81 .73 .81 .90 
J(} 
.10 -1.21 -1.02 -1.13 ·1.00 -l.l.i -1.02 ·l.l3 -1.00 -l.l:i 
17 - .56 -- - .65 -- - .65 -- - .65 -- - .65 -
l7a -- - .97 -- •. 92 -- - .9G -- - .92 -- - .96 
l7b -- •. 70 -- • .13 
-- - .57 . .13 -- .. 57 
l7r -- - .36 --- •. 80 
-- - .63 -- - .71 -- - .54 
IH - .32 .66 .83 .71 .88 .38 .8~~ .80 .83 .97 
l!l .09 .81 - .66 - .71 - .64 .i3 - .6(i - .71 - .64 .. 73 
20 .II .31 •. 59 .63 •. 57 .6!> - .39 - .o:l - .!17 .. 6."i 
21 .29 .23 .63 .83 .63 .79 .(}3 .8:1 .6:1 .7!) 
22 1.02 .28 .73 .8!) .75 .87 .73 .89 .7.1 .87 
23 .GO .Ei .38 .48 .4(1 .46 .38 .48 .40 Ali 
24 l.l9 .7!i 1.33 153 1.3:> U!l 1.33 1.!)3 u:; U~l 
2!) 2.00 1.4:1 2.01 2.3fi 2.03 2.:1-1 2.(Jl 2.:16 2.0~-l 2:1-1 
2Ci 1.08 .7J 1.09 1.30 l.ll 1.28 l.O!J 1.30 1.1 I 1.28 
27 1.83 1.62 2.19 2.65 2.21 2 .. >4 2.19 2.56 2.21 2.:i4 
1Rcgwns identlfted m Table 6. 
Source: Original Data. 
Table I!J- Per Capita Pork Consumption and Retail Pork Price Per Pound 27· and 
29-Region Spatial Equilibrium Solutions, United States, 1960 and 1975 
Sl.uJ~htcr to Con:.umpt10n Pwductton to Consumption 
Models Models 
Per Captta Price Per PLr Cap1ta Price Per 
Rt~:J;HJ11 1 Con.:.umptlon (ihs.) Pound ( cts.) Consumption (ibs) Pound (cts.) 
1960 1975 1960 1975 1960 1975 1960 1975 
62.81 49.06 i\7.71 66.18 62.81 49.08 ~.7.71 66.4!\ 
2 61.27 46.77 .ii .41 66.17 61.28 46.79 .)7.:'\9 66.14 
:l 59.88 46.6!\ :i7 :16 66.3.) r.!J.89 46.67 .i7.44 66.:!2 
4 61.66 19.70 t)/.2:} G6.09 61.67 49.69 .i7.23 GG.IO 
,; (i5.38 :)3.!\8 t)7.22 6G.O.i (i5.40 .l3.37 !\7.20 Gti Oli 
6 69.01 60.08 :>6.75 6!i.!i2 6R.62 :i9.61 .'17.~2 G6.20 
7 70.18 61.7G .'\6.78 65.5."• 70.20 61.76 .i6.76 65 !i6 
8 71.2!i 63.42 56.3:'\ 66.18 71.2:) 63.41 .i6.31 (j(i.l9 
9 67.36 51.08 :)7.78 66.64 67.37 .il.OO t>7.76 G6.76 
10 64.45 51.26 '\6.71 6!i.51 64.44 51.28 .">G.71 G5.49 
II G4.62 51.43 :i6.18 64.86 64.fi:i :>1.42 .i6.16 64 R7 
12 li4.62 :i5.17 r,6Ai 6.i.28 64.63 .)5.18 .i6.4.i 6.i.27 
13 66.33 57.95 !\i\.99 64.64 66.34 57.9:i 3:).9~ 64 65 
1 t 72.09 61.59 :i6.26 6·!.81 72.11 (il.50 !i6.24 64.9:l 
15 72.93 63.66 36.99 6il.h9 72.9!5 63.54 56.97 65.77 
16 67.76 59.81 55.16 63.73 67.77 59.82 .i!i.l6 63.72 
17 154.28 !J5.53 64.30 5!).51 
17a 63.61 63.94 63.63 63.91 
17b 47.63 64.73 47.92 64.30 
lie 54.77 64.15 54.fl5 64.33 
18 71.47 62.13 r,7.01 65.66 71.49 62.00 56.99 6!i.84 
19 72.70 70.39 55.,i2 64.1:i 72.71 70.40 ,)!},£)2 64.14 
20 67.98 62.0:i !)f>.lH> 64.23 67.99 62.0.i 55.59 64.22 
21 68.00 56.95 56.81 6:i.69 68.20 !i6.97 i\6.79 65.66 
22 67.46 64.83 i\6.91 6t).7!> 67.46 64.83 56.91 6!i.74 
<)" ~-' 6!i.77 58.69 :i6.ii6 65.3.J. 6:1.77 58.69 :)6.[)6 6ii.33 
24 68.05 55.92 :i7.51 66.3!! 61\.04 :ii\.9!) .)7.51 66.31i 
2!i 63.96 59.05 58.19 67.22 63.96 59.0.J !\8.19 67.21 
26 66.07 58.48 :i7.27 66.16 66.09 58.49 !)7.27 66.15 
27 59.71 47.22 58.37 67.42 59.71 47.23 .38.37 67.41 
1Regions ident1fied m Table 6. 
Source: Original data. 
developing could, by 1975, result in a very uniform distribution of re-
gional pork prices in the national market area. The regional price 
pattetn would be similar to that existing in 1960, but would display 
less interregional variation (Table 14). The effect of interregional 
changes in production, <;bmghter, population and disposable income 
levels, however, is rellertcd in changing patterns ol per capita pork con-
sumption. While decre:l'ies in per capita consumption may be antici-
pated in all regions (Table 13), there also may be variations among 
regions relative to the base region (Table 14). l\Iid-Atlantic and New 
England states, Florida, and California, indicated per capita consump· 
tion lower than the base region in both 1960 and 1975 but the pattern 
was accentuated in the latter period. High per capita comumption in 
both periods was apparent in the Southeast, the central Corn Belt, and 
Corn Belt fringe are.ls. These are:cts also generally displayed the great-
est increa~e in per capita comumption from 1960 to 1975. 
The consumption pattern is of cour~e related to the relative growth 
or decline of slaughter activity in the various regions and to the cost of 
importing pork into surplus consumption regions. Transportation adds 
to the cost of the commodity relative to exporting regions and per 
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Table 14- Index of Per Capita Pork Con~umption and Retail Pork Price Per Pound, 
27- and 29-Region Spatial Equilibrium Solution, United States, 1960 and 
1975. 
(100 = Region ll, Da) ton, Ohio) 
Slaughter to Consumption Models Production tu Con~umptlOn Model, 
Pet Capitrt Pncc. Per Per Capita Pncc Per 
RL'!!HIJ11 Con.:mmptwn (lbs) Pounds (cts) Consumption (lbs) Pound (cts) 
1960 1975 1960 197; 1960 197) 1960 197i 
97.2 95.4 102.7 102.2 97.2 9!\.4 102.8 102.-1 
2 94.8 90.9 102.2 102.0 94.8 91.0 102.2 102.0 
3 92.7 90.7 102.~ 10~.3 92.6 90.8 102.3 102.2 
I 9f>A 96.6 101.9 101.9 9,;,4 96.6 101.9 IOU! 
:; 101.2 104.2 101.9 101.8 J()J.~ 104.2 IOUI I 01.8 
(; 106.8 1I6.fl 101.0 101.0 I06.1 11.').() 102.1 HI!!. I 
7 108.6 120.1 101.1 Itll.O 108.6 120.I 101.1 I 01.1 
H 110.3 123.3 102.fl 102.0 110.!! 123.3 JO:l.O 102 () 
~) 104.2 99.3 102.8 102.7 104.2 99.2 l02.0 102.9 
]() 99.7 99.7 100.9 101.0 99.7 99.7 101.0 101.0 
II IO(J.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
12 100.0 107.3 101!) 100.6 ~19.9 107.3 100 .. ) ]()0() 
13 10~.() 112.7 9D.7 99.7 102.6 I I2.7 99.6 99.7 
14 I ll.G 1I9.8 IOO.I 99.9 111.!) I19.G 100.1 100.1 
Ii\ 112.!1 123.8 I 01.4 101.1 112.8 123.() 101.-t 104.1 
Hi 104.9 116.3 98.2 !IR.'l 104 8 I IG.3 98.2 98.2 
I7 99.!\ 98.8 99.5 ~18.8 
17a 123.7 98.6 123.7 98.5 
I7b 92.6 99.8 93.2 99.1 
17c 106.!\ 98.9 106.3 99.2 
IR 110.6 120.fl I 0 l..i 101.2 110.6 120.G I 0 l.!i 101:; 
1!.1 112.5 136.9 !18.H 98.!1 112.:\ I36.9 !18.!1 !18.!1 
2il 10!\.2 120.6 98.9 99.0 105.2 120.7 9!1.0 !.19.0 
21 10!\.:J 110.7 I 01.1 101.3 10!\.i) I 10.8 I 01.0 101.2 
22 104.4 126.1 101.3 101.4 104.3 126.I IOU 101.:1 
9~ ~J 101.8 11·-l.l 100.7 100.7 101.7 I I4.1 100.7 100.7 
24 10!\.:l 108.7 102.·! 102.4 10!\.2 108.8 102A 102.:1 
9" ~·' 99.0 114.8 103.6 1113.6 98.9 ll4.8 103.15 IO:l.ti 2t) 102.2 113.7 101.9 102.0 102.0 I 13.7 102.0 102.0 
27 92.4 91.8 103.9 103.9 92.4 91.9 103.9 103.!1 
1Rcgwn~ tdcnttfted tn T ,:hlc () 
Source: Table 13. 
capita consumption decline~ a~ price rises. Generally, however, regions 
evidencing lower or higher per capita con&mnption relative to the base 
region in 1960 showed the ~ame relationship in 1975. Pork consump-
tion in Florida (Region 9) and Washington and Oregon (Region 25) 
in 197 5 deviated from the 1960 regional pattern. Between 1960 and 
1975, Florida slaughter capacity increased 23 percent, but population 
rose 92 percent resulting in comparatively lo·wer slaughter levels relative 
to consumption in the latter period (Tables 10 and II) . Also signifi-
cant was the trend of per capita disposable income, which rose in Flori-
da more than in any other region with a consequent depressing effect 
on pork consumption relatiYe to competing meats. Similarly, popula-
tion increases in \1\Tashington and Oregon were accompanied by decreas-
es in production and unchanged slaughter levels. The region imported 
pork from North and South Dakota and hogs from Iowa and the Da-
kotas in 1960. The 1975 shipment patterns indicated that increased 
tonnag-es of pork would come from the Dakotas and increased shipments 
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ol hogs from the D:-~kotas or from ::\Iinne~ota and \Vi~comin, but no 
longer from Iowa. 
Implications to thP Ol•io Hog-Pmh Industry 
In 1960, Ohio hog marketing~ plm farm slaughter (Regiom 10 and 
11) ranked eighth and total ~laughter ranked ~eventh among 29 regiom 
wmidered in this stndy. Expectatiom lor 1975 include (I) a 17 per-
cent decreal>e in hog j)l\lduction in Ea~tern Ohio and a 19 percent pro-
duction decrease in ''Ve~tern Ohio, (2) a population increase in both 
regiom of approximately 35 percent, (3) a decrea~e in 5laughter activity 
in Ea5tern Ohio of i:>O percent, and (.f) an increa~e of 60 percent in 
slaughter activity in vVe~tern Ohio (Table 10). Hog production de-
creases in both Ohio regionl> perhapc; reflect incrca~ing urbanization and 
other factor~ al>~ociated with increases in population and industrial ac-
tivity. But they also reflect ~hift~ to and ~pecialization in alternatiYe 
agricultural enterpri&e~ (Table 15). For example, northwestern Ohio 
countie& moved steadily into a cash grain type agriculture in the post 
World War II years, feeder livestock production increased in southeast-
em counties, dairy pwduction expanded, largely in the northeastern 
countie~. and truck crop and greenhouse production approximately 
doubled. The net dfect to Ohio agTiculture was a growth in cash 
receipts from farm sale~, but a ~light decline in farm sales of livestock 
and livestock products. 
The decline in slaughter activity in Eastern Ohio between 1947 and 
1961 was associated with the closing of plant~ in Cleveland and several 
interior points. Some of this decline occurred as a result of relocation 
of plants owned by national firms and some of the Cleveland closings 
were associated with declining cattle numbers on the Chicago Union 
Stockyards, a principal procurement ~ource lor Cleveland beef slaugh-
Table 15 -Cash Receipts From Farm Sales of Agricultural Products, Selected Com· 
modities, Ohio, Hl50 and 1960 
(Thousands of dollars) 
COMMODITY 1950 1960 
Hogs .~ 194,581 ~ 138,694 
Cattle and Calves 120,3IR 131,348 
Sheep and Wool 15,084 14,545 
Dairy Product~ 185,685 ~I 0,320 
Poultry and Eggs 105,139 93,572 
Corn 51,-198 99,512 
Wheat 72,177 81,661 
Soybeans ·l8,47l 69,801 
Oats 8,374 13,890 
Truck Crops I 6,806 29,059 
Greenhouse and Nursery ~l0,722 58,476 
All other 54,557 62,897 
TOTAL ~903,412 $1,003,775 
Source: '"Ohio Farm Income, 1960," Department of Agricultural Economics, the Ohio 
State University, Departmental Series A. E. 325, October, 1961. Also, '"Estnnat-
ed Gross Cash Income to Ohio Farmers, 1950" Department of Agricultural 
Economics. the Ohio State Univen.ity, Mimeograph Bulletin 228. October. 
1951. 
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terers. 22 The rather spectacular projected rise in Western Ohio slaugh-
ter seems optimistic. Such increases, at a time when Western Ohio hog 
production may decline 19 percent, would greatly surpass the capacity 
of the region to mpply hogs in neces~ary quantities. But regional boun-
daries are arbitrary. State line~ moreover are irrelevant in the &hip-
ment of slaughter hog~. Examining· the potential for slaughter location 
in Western Ohio in tenm of the production potential of Region 13 
(Indiana) reveab intere!!ting pos&ihilities. Increases in both produc-
tion and slaughter are anticipated for Indiana. Hog production in both 
regions may exceed hog slaughter in both regiom. Slaughter locations 
in Ohio would in effect exist on the eastern edge of the largest supplv 
of slaughter hogs in the Eastern Corn Belt and on the we&tern edge of 
large nearby conwmer markets in he:tvily populated Ohio and adjacent 
regions. The 1975 analysi& confirm& the~e possibilities in terms of opti-
mum trade patterns for Western Ohio shughterer~. The net effect of 
expected changes in Ohio would he to place Ohio tenth in production 
and seventh in slaughter among the 29 regions included in the analysis. 
·western Ohio exhibits conditions characteristic of Corn Belt agri-
culture. Eastern Ohio displays characteristics paralleling those of 
neighboring eastern states. The analysis reveals different patterns of 
current and anticipated production and slaughter activity for the two 
Ohio areas. In 1960 ·western Ohio produced slaughter hogs in excess 
of local slaughter need.; while Eastern Ohio packers found it necessary 
to import additional hogs for ~laughter. But under optimum condi-
tions, trade did not dP.velop between the two regions (Table 2). West-
ern Ohio instead ~hipped slaughter hog~ to Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 
New York City and Philadelphia, and to l\Iaryland and Delaware. AI· 
ternative but not optimum markets existed in Virginia and West Vir-
ginia, hut shipments into the areas would have occurred at a slight com-
petitive di&advantage relative to other mppliers in Indiana. Eastern 
Ohio imported slaughter hogs from Region 17 (Iowa, Illinois and Mis-
souri). Also, Eastern Ohio meat packing activity in 1960 lacked the 
capacity to meet local consumption requirements, and pork was im-
ported from Wiscon~in and ~finne~ota (Table 3). Western Ohio, was 
only a small exporter of pork and realited optimum markets in Pennsyl-
vania and West Virginia. with favorable hut not optimum alternative~ 
in New Jer&ey, 1\faryland, Delaware and Eastern Ohio. 
Estimated 1975 conditions differ from these 1960 patterns of pro-
curement and distrihution. Hog production decline~ approaching 20 
percent may be anticipated in both Eastern and Western Ohio (Table 
10). Both regions may be obliged to import hogs to meet slaughter re-
quirements. Western Ohio packers may find optimum procurement 
sources in Indiana and Illinois while Eastern packers may find Illinois 
the only favorable procurement source. Western Ohio may become a 
major exporter, ~upplying pork to Eastern Ohio among several opti-
mum markets. The position of We~tern Ohio packers ab suppliers of 
"These insights were obtained from survey data in a related study. They emphasize 
the significance of slaughter activity in other species to hog slaughter location. U.S. Depart· 
ment of Agriculture data indicate that in 1960 12.5 percent of the plants in Ohio slaughtered 
only hogs, while 34.4 percent slaughtered hogs in combination with other species. 
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pork may be quite competitive relative to other Com Belt regions, but 
may anticipate incre::t~ed competitive pressure from Southern areas such 
as Virginia, Kentucky and Tenne5see. Pork exports will reflect this 
pressure and will ~how increased emphasi~ by Ohio packers on Eastern 
and Northea~tern market~. 
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APPENDIX A 
Appendix Table I - Retail Price of Beef and Pork, Per Capita Pork & Beef Consump-
tion and Per Capita Di>posable Income, United States, 1950-1960 
Per Cnplt.t C.onsumptwn1 Retail Rct>~l Per CapltJ. 
YLar Pork Red Porl Bed Dtsposablc PncL::! PncL 2 Incomt' 
(1bs.) (lb>.) (Cl>) (Cl'>) (dollat ~) 
19:\0 69.2 <i:JA :>:>.1 69.3 13<i9 
19.il 71.9 )6.1 .i9.2 RI.R 147:1 
t9r}~ 72.-l ti2.~ .17..) 76 .. ) 1.)20 
19i3 63.i 7/.(i 63 . .'i 60 .. i l.'i82 
19!i-f 60.0 80.1 IH.8 ~.s:; 1:\82 
19.i.i 6n.R R2.0 i4.8 :iR.9 1660 
l!l.'iG 67.3 R:>A .'i2.1 :">7.8 17-12 
19:\7 (j 1.1 8-l.b 60.2 ()~ .. -. 180-1 
1938 fi0.2 RO .. i ll4.8 7.i.l IR21i 
19.i9 67.6 I'll. -I i7.1 711.8 190.i 
1960 fii\.3 8.i.2 .'ifi,(j 7-1.2 1969 
lC,lr(,t~t.~equtvalcnt ~ve1ght 
2A"cr.t);!;C pn~.":e of retail ~·ut~ pet (l1lll!id, c.hclusive of .:crt.un mmor produ'r~. 
~olll e<:. Btctmyer, H. F., "Demand and 1'1 ite, fo1 :\!eat." Economic Re~earch Sen icc. 
llmtcd States Department of -\griwlturc Trchuica1 Bulletin Numbct 12'iS 
Drccmbct, 1961, pag~'' -17 and .">2 
Appendix Table 2- Percent of United States Conunercial Hog Slaughter Plus Farm 
Hog Slaughter, 29 Region;, United State;, 1947-1961 
RegiOn 1947 194S 1949 19;0 19;] 1952 19)3 
I.:iO 1.29 l.2j 1.18 1.12 1.16 1.19 
~ 1.85 1.9li !.9:-i 1.87 J.S:i 1.87 2.0~ 
:I L:l~ 1.01 J.jj 1.50 l.li.i 1.8:\ 1.8! 
-1 1.34 !Ai 1.31 1.2."> 1.26 1.31 1.38 
:; :186 ~J.7~ :I .!iii ~L:)7 :1.39 3.61 3.59 
ti l.r.:, I.IH Uil 1.77 1.79 1.84 1.99 
7 AI .-It) .:19 .38 .:19 .39 .38 
8 .i.OS .J.S~ 4.44 -1.3R Hii 4.68 4.88 
9 .7'J .m .60 6~ .:">9 .72 .81 
!O-Il 4.81 i.Ol 4.()!) 4.9:"> -1.87 4.97 !\.07 
12 2.29 2.64 ~.3.) ~.31 ~.36 :!.-f9 2.48 
1:1 4.62 l..'ifi -190 DO 4.!>0 u~ 4.92 
1-f :1.20 3.!i."> :L~9 :LBO :Ull :LBR :L84 
l.i 2.3:> 2.3~ 2.10 1.87 !.70 1.7."> 1.79 
Hi 11.67 11.79 12.08 11.7i 11.84 12.12 12.06 
17a l:l.79 13.12 14.74 l.'i.2:! l:>.~:l 15.17 l.'i.96 
17b 10.54 10.64 10.4li 10.3!i 10.49 10.05 9.67 
lie .i.l!l .i.4CJ 4.84 •L96 .'>.43 !i. !() 4.99 
IS 1.56 1.43 1.31 l.l9 1.11 1.08 1.04 
19 3.48 3.79 :1.67 :1.30 3.33 :l.i\7 3.57 
20 8.74 s.o:; 8.71 8.76 8.38 7.52 7.0! 
~I 4.19 4.5:1 :1.91 :193 4.11 1.13 3.58 
22 .53 .58 .60 .Ml .59 .60 .59 
23 1.04 .S!l 1.(11 l.o.t 1.04 .99 .92 
24 .19 .2·1 <)~ 
-I 29 <)~ .~I .28 .24 
2:1 IA!I 1.43 1..18 1.52 1.-18 !.4R 1.32 
26 .32 .~\~ .:19 .36 .3.i .:H .:Jr, 
,,-
-I 2.+2 2.[>3 2.6~ 2.58 2.fi9 2.69 2:13 
'! otal 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 !00.00 100.00 
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Appendix Table 2 (Continued) 
Reg ton 195 4 19H 1956 1957 1959 1918 1960 1961 
1.23 1.19 1.13 1.02 .92 .66 .7r, .74 
2 1.96 1.99 1.99 2.1H 2.01 1.89 1.94 ~.12 
3 1.86 1.94 2.07 1.89 1.82 1.47 l.:i9 1.48 
4 1.30 J'r -~I 1.30 1.3:1 1.2~ 1.02 1.01 .96 
j 3.60 3.2:1 3.22 3.18 :1.48 3.26 :u i H-! 
6 2.01 2.09 2.24 2.:\ll 2.39 2.H 2.(j~ 2.61 
7 .37 34 :l" . ~ .31 .29 .29 .30 ,,~ .-.I 
H 4.6.i t.r, 4.:i8 I~,, _,_ I 58 4.41 Ul:! l.71 
9 .76 .H9 .72 .71i .74 .71 .70 .68 
10-11 :>.20 J.~l ).32 :i.36 .).)j -1.8!.! 5.19 4.72 
12 2.03 207 2.02 l.9.i 2.02 1.78 1.88 1.90 
13 -1.61 4.82 4.94 :>.47 .3.7:i 5.90 6.27 6.12 
14 :1.68 3.89 4.00 -1.40 !.47 4.66 .i.IO 3.09 
l.i 1.63 1.62 1.65 1.81 1.84 2.03 2.08 2.06 
16 12.2.i 12.05 11 .. )3 11.29 11.53 11.49 11.31 lUI 
17a 16.47 16.17 l:i.S.i l:i.81 16.82 18.27 18.12 18.13 
l7b 9.69 8.86 9.00 8.89 8.14 7.58 6.75 6.76 
lie 5.00 5.06 :>.17 1.9ti 1.82 5.19 5.01 5.07 
18 .92 .88 .88 .89 .86 .80 .82 .83 
19 3.71 ~~ .)/ 3.33 ::u 8 :1.26 3.31 3.0.5 :1.30 
20 7.:>9 8.7:i 8.46 l-l.91 8.72 !J.:l4 8.87 9.14 
21 :l.60 3.7.) :1.87 J .. J9 H9 3.41 3.17 :U3 
2~ .60 .. )7 .70 .. )i .61 .63 f'' 
. '~ .60 ()Ll ~-' .88 .86 .85 .81 .73 .67 .80 .72 
24 .24 .26 .30 .31 .:l2 .32 .31 .30 
2:'1 1.24 1.43 1.4:1 1.39 1.36 1.47 l.4.i 1.41 
26 .34 .34 j" .J .42 .42 .39 .37 .3.i 
27 2.:i8 2.73 ,,,..., __ ,_ 2Al !!.21 2.09 1.9.i 1.95 
rota! 100.00 100.00 100.00 IOO.O(J 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Source: "Commercial Lhestock Slaughter." Crop Reporting Board, u.s. Department 
of Agriculture, 1-.B 231, Juh 1958; Livestock Slaughter l96d, MtAn 1-2-l (61)' 
Crop Rcp01ting Bmrd, USD-\, .\pli! 1961; Livestock Slaughter 1961, ML\n 
1-2-l (62). Crop Reporting Board, USD.\., April 1962; "MPat Animals: 
I~ arm Production, Dispo~i tion and Income," Revi~ed Estimates, SB I 13, JU!) 
19.i2; SB 184, June 1956; MtAn 1-l, .\pJi! 1962, Cwp Reporting Board. USDA. 
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Append.ix Table 3-Percent of United State~> Hog Marketings Plus Farm Slaughter, 
29 Region~>, United States, 1947-11)61 
RLgtOn 19+7 1948 1949 ]\))Q 19i1 19i2 19il 
0.32 0.33 o.~l3 () 28 0.27 0.29 0 3:l 
2 0.4~ 0.41 O.·tl () 31 0.29 0.3:l o.:H 
:l 0.19 0.20 0.1H 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.21 
1 0.41 OA:l O.H 0.40 0.41 O.ll o.r.z 
:; 1.13 1.18 1.14 1.01 1.04 1.08 I 20 
6 1.08 1.21 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.12 1.1 H 
7 0.37 OAI o.:;s 0.34 0.31 0.27 0.28 
8 !.46 4.61 !.24 1.27 4.14 4.41i .j (j8 
(I 0.:"\9 0.61 0.56 0.50 0.54 0.6) 0 64 
10-11 5.63 :).71 r,.!iil :;.38 ""')C) ,)._.., 5.08 .-, !W 
12 1.48 1.34 lAG 1.46 1.18 1.) I 1.1"• 
l3 7.71 8.0() tUH tl.44 7.99 8.10 8.61 
H :1.65 4.08 -LOG 3.98 3.75 3.61 3.14 
15 ') -~ _.nt :n3 2.14 2.48 2.36 2.37 2.:11 
16 10.66 10.1:J 10.63 10.78 10.54 10.8() ll.OG 
17a 21.39 20.64 21.'6 22.33 22.96 22.79 24.21 
17b 11.02 11.28 10 94 11.35 11.23 11.62 12 23 
lie 6.64 6.71 6.81 7.18 7.38 6.39 6.47 
18 2.22 2.25 2.13 2.02 1.70 1.30 1.29 
19 4.32 3.80 1.09 3.41 3.50 3.9:> 3.63 
20 7.16 6.89 6.75 6.60 7.39 7.41 6.42 
21 3.60 3.90 :!.:">2 :1.39 :l..56 3.33 2.3! 
22 0.80 0.81 0.86 0.66 0.67 0.74 0.55 
23 0.45 o.:;:; O.!l2 0.51 0.49 0.4,; 0.31 
24: 0.14 O.IG 0.1:) 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.11 
2!l 0.63 O.M 0.63 0.53 0.45 0.52 0.49 
26 0.17 0.22 0.19 0.15 0.!5 0.!4 0.11 
27 0.76 0.82 0.80 0.79 0.75 0.68 0.69 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 10(1.00 100.00 
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Appendix Table 3 (Continued) 
Regton 1954 19)5 1956 1957 1958 19)9 l%0 1961 
0.29 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.27 0.21 0.28 02:! 
2 0.31 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.21 0.24 0.20 
" 0.18 0.26 0 :ll 0.2:> 0.21 0.16 O.W 0.1:1 
·' 4 0.43 0.39 0.41 0.39 0.36 0.31 0.32 0.29 
.i 1.01 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.81 0.73 0.8.) 0.81 
() 1.00 0.9!1 0.94 1.07 1.03 0.89 0.91i 0.97 
7 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.21 0.16 0.16 0.17 O.J.·, 
8 4.77 1.30 4.68 :i.08 .i.IU 3.08 .i.21 4.69 
9 0.!\5 O.:i4 O.l'l 0.38 0.49 0.54 0.49 0.48 
10-11 • ?'> 
·'·--
!.99 i.IO • <)0 !>.-.) i.67 4.40 4.;)9 4.61 
12 1.38 1.38 lAO 1.32 1.29 1.28 1.31 1.28 
13 8.36 8.28 8 .. i7 8.74 8.35 8.59 8.8.i 9.1.i 
II :l.2:i 3.21 3.80 1.18 :l.91 3.82 4.24 4.1.) 
15 2.13 2.06 2.30 2.44 2.33 2.13 2.37 2.19 
](i I 1.61 11.90 10.77 !0.99 11.65 II .49 10.73 10.78 
17a 24.36 24.3::> 23.04 22.16 22.70 22.63 22.74 22.~0 
17b 12.32 12.56 13.11 13.76 14.17 13.71 13.79 14.02 
lie 6.70 6.3.J 7.15 7.23 G.89 6.66 6.88 7.10 
18 1.05 1.07 1.34 1.38 1.01 0.93 1.08 0.97 
19 3.85 4.28 3.83 :w9 4.17 4.73 3.66 4.0G 
20 6.60 6 98 6.37 ; 67 6.25 6.91 6.66 6.97 
21 2.20 2.40 2.33 2.12 1.89 2.33 2.27 2.17 
22 0.46 0.45 0.52 Oo!9 0.53 0.56 0.54 0.59 
23 0.28 0.27 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.31 0.32 0.30 
24 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.12 
?. ~·' 0.45 O ..Jl 0.30 0.48 0.48 0.5!\ 0.52 O.!i:l 
26 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.11 0.10 
27 0.59 0.5\1 0.47 0.49 0.54 0.44 0.48 0.46 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Source: "Meat .-\nimals: l+'arn1 Production, Dispo>ition and Incon1e," Revised Esti· 
mate'> Statistical Repm ting Sen ice. U.S. Department of .\griculture, SB 113. 
June 1956; SB 184. June 1956: SB 284, May 1961; :\!t.\n 1-l' April 1961, 
l\!tAn J.J, .\pnl 1962. 
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Appendix Table 4- Time Series Data for Estimating Percentage Change in Traru.-
portation Rates for 1!175 
Indo of Rai! \\/hole- Deflated RaJ! 
Fn·1~ht Ratt.·~ sale Freight Rate> 
Yl:ar 1947·49::: 1011 Pncc 1'H7·+Y= 1110 1%0= 100 
LI\:C- Meat InJcx Live• Live• Meat2 
t-.tock stock Meat ~tock1 
1948 10:1 103 lOlA 98.7 98.7 77.2 96.8 
1949 Ill 112 99.2 11 1.9 112.9 87.ii 110.7 
19:i0 114 I Li 103.1 110.6 11 J.!l 86.:, 109.:1 
1!1;i1 117 11\1 1H.H 101.!1 103.7 79.7 ](11.7 
1952 l'r _, 127 lll.(i 113.8 II:Ul 89.0 111.6 
19ii3 130 1:10 110.1 118.1 118.1 9~.:1 ll.i.S 
19ii4 130 1:10 110.:\ 117.9 117.9 92.!! 11ii.li 
19:),; 130 130 IJ(J.i 117.1 117...1 !li.H 115.1 
19ii6 136 13(i 1 H.:; 119.0 119.0 !13.0 116.7 
19!i7 H6 l-H II i.li 124.1 122.4 97.0 120.0 
19ii8 1:)4 I :~li 119.~ 129.2 114.1 101.0 111.9 
!9:iU 15:1 }90 ... ~, 119.3 128.0 102.9 100.1 100.9 
1960 153 12~ 119.6 127.\1 102.0 100.0 !00.0 
1Thc csttmatmg equation fit by lcast-:;.quarc.s for li\c animal r<lt<..:s i!.: 
Yh == 91.ll + 1.2384oX 
where Yh is the transportation rate ~or ho~s m t1mc X !l~ a pet cent of the l()OO tate, and Xi~ time 
measured 1n years with 19i4 bcin~ the origin (X=- 0 for 1914). Thus, for 1971, X= 21 and 
Yhl97i := 91.13 + J.BR+n (21) =::: 117.)4 
2Thc estimating cuuation fit by lcast•squarcs for meat rates is· 
Ym = 109.70 + .24725 X 
\vhcrc Y 111 is the transportation rat~ for nH.'at in t1 me X as a percent of the 1Y6(! r<Jte, and X i::. time 
measured in years with 19i4 hcmg tho origin (X o::- 0 for 1954). Thus, for 1975, X = 21 and 
Ym1975 = 109.70 + .24725 (21) = 114.R9 
Source: Index of transportation rates: Murlwling and Twll.ljJorlalivn Silualion. ERS 
USD.\, Ocobcr I~Hil. .\lso Wholesale Price Index: Econo111ic Rejwrl of 
llze President, f'ablc ·HlB, p. 25·f, January 1962. 
APPENDIX 8 
::\LETHODOLOGY 
The construction and completion of transportation models can be 
structured into several phases: 
L Collection of essential data. 
2. Determination ol regional boundaries in the market area. 
3. Determination of surplus - and deficit-producing regions. 
·L A.rriving at a first approximation of product flows. 
5. Iteration of product Jlows to dcriYe an optimum shipment pat-
tern. 
Spatial eyuilibrium models me the tramportation model as an in-
tegral step, but regard comumption as a function of price rather than 
fixed. The completion o{ these models follows the same procedure 
but incorporates the additional ~teps: 
2 (a) Determination of regional demand functions. 
2 (b) Determination of a ~et of product price differentials between 
regions. 
2 (c) Determination of an equilibrium set of regional prices. 
6. Iteration through steps 2 (b) to 5 to determine an optimum 
shipment pattern and the associated set of regional equili-
brium prices and quantities. 
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Data Requirements--
Data inputs nece~sary for transportation model analysis include 
estimates of (1) regional production, (2) regional consumption and 
(3) transportation costs. Spatial equilibrium analysis requires in ad-
dition (4) functional estimates of regional demand relationships. 
The collection of data usually involves a survey of published serie~ 
(lnd research literature accompanied by estimates derived from original 
data. Production and consumption data frequently are given. Trans-
portation cost functions and price-consumption relationships are usual-
ly estimated. Data which will provide functional e~timates by regions 
probably will not be available or may be prohibitively cumbersome. 
Functions representative ot the total market area probably will have to 
be modified to represent each region. 
Determination of Regional Boundaries-
The primary objective of regional demarcation is to divide the mar-
ket area into meaningful and homogeneous production andjor consump-
tion areas. To be meaningful there must be enough regiom so that 
solutions are not o\'ergeneralized. In general, the more complicated 
procedure of the spatial equilibrium model in relation to the trans-
portation model rel>trict~ the number of regions which may be con-
veniently handled. 
Determination of Surplus-and Deficit-Producing Regions-
Both transportation and spatial equilibrium moaels are concerned 
with the allocation of commodity shipments between each possible pair 
of regions at the lowest total transportation cost. Since production and 
consumption occur simultaneously in all regions the only commodity 
considered for shipment into or out of the region is the net difference 
between the amount produced and the amount consumed. If any proc-
essing occurs between production and consumption it is necessary to 
make appropriate adjustments to production-equivalent or consump-
tion-equivalent weights so that amounts produced and consumed in the 
total market area remain equal. 
Commodity price level is not a consideration in using transporta· 
tion models. Therefore, regional production and consumption, not 
being affected by price, are fixed, and determination of surplus and 
deficit regions is a ~imple procedure. When the spatial equilibrium 
approach is employed, the identification of surplus- and deficit-produc-
ing reg-ions and determination of the related regional prices is an in-
tegral part of the procedure, and ~urplns-and deficit-producing regions 
may vary with successive iterations. For either model, iterative steps 
begin with an initial approximation of product flows. 
The First Approximation of Optimum Produrt Flows-
'When three or more regions are involved the optimum pattern of 
shipment between possible pairs of regions is not straightforward. If 
the investigator has no a priori basis for predicting what the optimum 
pattern should be, the "Vogel Approximation"23 is a method of estab-
"This approximating technique was first presented at the Industrial Engineering Quality 
Control Conference at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in 1954, and was reported in research by 
G. G. Judge. The methods and examples used here parallel those af Judge, G. G. and 
Wallace, T. D., as found in "Spatial Price Equilibrium Analysis of the livestock Economy,"" 
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin TB-7B, Stillwater, June, 1959. 
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lishing a first feasible bash for ~olving the transportation problem. 
For example, suppose there are eight regions arrang·ed as surplus- and 
deficit-producing (exporting and importing) as in Appendix Table 5 
(generalization to any number of regions is apparent.) 
Appendix Table 5- Commodity Surplus and Deficit, by Regions, and, Transportation 
Cost Between Regions, Hypothetical Circumstance. 
Exporting Total 
Regions Importing Regions (j) Exports 
(i) (Surplus) 
4 5 6 7 8 (ai) 
I 
(Transportation Costs) 
3 4 6 3 
(Tons) 
50 
2 0 5 6 9 2 80 
" 8 5 " 2 9 120 J .) 
Total 
Imports 
(Deficit) 
(bJ) 
90 25 35 40 60 250 
Total exports and import~ nece~sarily are of equal tonnage. Trans-
portation co~t~ are derived 1rom estimating equations for shipments 
between each pos&ibl<' pair of regions and entered in the table. Dis-
tance between regiom i~ usually obtained by consulting maps for feasi-
ble commercial route~. The unit cost of shipment lrom Region 3 to 
Region 7, for example, is 2. 
Each exporting region can ship to any importing region. The 
problem is one ol allocating the mrplus in a way that satisfies all 
deficit region requirements at a minimum total transportation cost 
(sum of the products of unit cost of shipment times volume for each 
corresponding shipment.) There are fifteen cells in the table repre-
senting the only possibfe interregional shipment&. At most seven of 
these 15 possible shipment~ need to occur. In general this method as-
sures that, iJ a minimum co&t ~hipment pattern exists, there will be 
at most m + n - l shipment~. where m i& the number of exporting re-
gions and n is the number oJ importing regions.24 
"'The fifteen possible shipments (XtJl represented by cells in Appendix Table 5 are related 
to each other, to each region's requirements (a, and bJl and to the transportation costs (CtJl 
by a cost equation and a system of 8 equations in the 15 unknown shipments (XtJ). XtJ 
represents the shipment of product from region i to region 1 and the value of XtJ represents 
the level of the shipment. In equation form the transportation model is: 
Minimize C, where 
(OJ c = c,.x,. + Ct>Xto + Ct&X16 + CnX11 + C1sX18 
+ c..x .. + C2iiX2:'i + c .. x.. + C21X.1 + C.SX.s + Ca.Xa. + Cn:;Xa;; + c. .. x .. + C:nX31 + c .. x .. 
subject to 
{1) x .. + X1r. + X to + Xn + x,. =a,= 50 {2) x .. + X!!:; + x.. + x, + X28 = C2 = 80 (3) x .. + Xa:i + Xoo + X:r. + xas =as= 120 (4) x,. + X2t + x .. = b, = 90 {5) X1r. + X2;i + x ... = b, = 25 (6) X to + x,. + Xas = bo = 35 (7) Xu + X.! + x., = b, = 40 {8) x,. + Xoa + Xaa = ba = 60 
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Working with the data provided in Appendix Table 5, the "Vogel 
Approximation" method selects a set of shipments under a &ystem of 
priorities which at tempt to reach the optimum solution without fur-
ther iteration. 
The "Vogel Approximation" i~ a ~y~tcmatic method of obtaining a 
lint leasible solution to equations (I) - (8). Actually. the equations 
never need to be sp.:cil ically 5tated. The nature ol thi~ equation sys-
tem imure~ that only n + m-1 (in this case, 7) ~hipment& can be deter-
mined since there are only n+m-1 independent equation::. among the 
n + m equations in the system. Moreover, the fundamental theorem 
of linear programming (ol ·which tramportation modeb are a &pecial 
case) states that the number of non-7ero xi_/s (shipnH'nts) occurring in 
the >elution will be no greater than n+m-1. 
If the numbe1 of positive >hipments is Jess than n-+ m-1, the solu-
tion i' said to be "degenerate." In .,uch ca~es it will be necessary to 
treat one or more 1ero level shipnwntb as positive shipments in order to 
have n+m-1 "shipment<," being made. The necessity ancl procedure for 
this will be discm5ecl. Generally, the \dder the choice of cost alterna-
tives available to each region, the lower will be its priority in receiving 
or distributing the nece5~ary quantity of the commodity. As more of 
the alternatives available to each region disappear, the higher its priori-
ty rises until it become> imperative that it> "problems" be resoh~ed. The 
general procedure for estimating an optimum under thi> >y~tem is pre-
sented in Appendix Table 6. 
(1) Construct the upper left part ol Appendix Table 6, entering 
the computed unit transportation cost in the upper righthand corner 
of each cell, leaving room for additional entries in the cell. 
Appendix Table 6- Fonnat, Vogel Approximation of Optimum Shipment Pattern, 
Hypothetical Circumstance. 
Exporting . . . Total 
Regions Importmg Regwns (J) Exports 
(i) 4 5 6 7 8 (a,) Row Co~t Differences 
1 101 3 40" 50 2 2 2 () X, 
~ 80° 80 ') 2 x~ 
3 • 25" 353 -JO! 20° 12() ') 2 2 2 2 2 
Total 
Tmports90 25 35 40 60 ~50 
(b,) 
Column Cost Differences 
2 l 4 l 
2 I XI 1 
7 2 I 6 
xa 2 I 6 
5 3 9 
5 :3 x. 
X" 3 
x7 
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(2) Observe Row l (all po~sible export opportunttJes for Region 
I). Select the two lowest transportation costs in the row (1 and 3) 
and enter the positive difference between these two costs (2) at the 
right of the table under the heading "Row Cost Differences," Do the 
same for each row and column, entering the column cost differences 
beneath the table. 
(3) Select the large&t value that has been attained from this initial 
determination of row and column cmt differences. It does not matter 
whether the value represent' a row or a column cmt difference. (Iu 
this case, the value is 4.) 
(4) Examine the row or column in the table from which this cost 
difference was drawn, and '>elect the cell with the smallest transporta-
tion cost. (In thi5 case, the cell representing shipments from Region 3 
to Region 7 displays the lowest transportation cost: 2.) Assign to this 
cell the maximum shipment that it can attain. The maximum will he 
either the total need5 of the importing region or the total available 
from the exporting region. l\fark out the row or column that has been 
satisfied, eliminating it from further comideration and enter some sym-
bol of termination after the appropriate row cost difference or below 
the column cost difference. (In thi'> ca>e, the maximum the cell could 
receive was the total quantity 'needed by Region 7. Column 7 is there-
fore marked out, and X 1 is entered below the column cost difference.) 
Also, subtract !rom the total exports or total imports the amount that 
has been shipped or received. (In this case, the export capacity of Re· 
gion 3 has been reduced from 120 to RO units remaining available for 
shipment.) 
(5) Re-determine the row and column cost differences not con-
sidering marked out rows and columm. I! a column has just been re-
moved from consideration, then all row cost differences are subject to 
re-examination. Column coH differences remain unchanged. If a ro"· 
has been removed from consicleratiou, then remaining row cost differ-
ences remain unchanged, but column cmt differences mu5t be examined 
for probable changes. 
(6) After all row ancl column <mt difference., have been re-estab 
lished, the procedure from (2) through (5) is repeated until all ~hip· 
ments have been made. 
PrPpamtion for Reitf'ration 
In small models the Vogel Approximation often will provide an 
optimum solution without further iterations. The determination of 
whether or not a solution (the Vogel Approximation or any other) pro-
vides an optimum requires an additional ~tep which also serves as a 
basis for introducing a new shipment in the second iteration.25 
The shipment pattern derived from the Vogel Approximation (or 
from any method of finding a solution) is reconstructed in tabular 
form, putting the unit co~t of transportation for each of the assumed 
shipments in the upper right hand corner of the corresponding cell. 
'"For a more detoiled discussion of the method for finding the optimum solution to a 
transportation model see Dorfmon, Robert, Paul A. Samuelson, and Robert Solow; "Linear 
Programming and Economic Analysis." New York: McGraw·Hill Book Co., Inc., 1958, Chapter 
5. 
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Appendix Table 7 - Reconstruction of Vogel Approximation Shipment Pattern, Check 
for Optimum and Price Differentials, Hypothetit:al Circumstance. 
E>porting Importing Regions (j) Total Price 
Regions ; 6 7 Exports Differentials (i) la1) (UI) 
I 10!. -4-1 -7-3 .]Q-4 40::. 50 6 
2 80!1. -7-2 -I0-4 -14-" Q2 so 7 
3 .p 25l 35::. 40:!. 20!!. 120 0 
Total 
Imports 90 25 35 40 60 250 
(bj) 
Price 
Differen- 7 5 3 2 9 
tials 
(Vi) 
For example, comulting the initial ~hipment pattern in Appendix Table 
7, Region 1 ships to Regions 4 and 8 and the unit transportation costs 
are I and 3, respectively. 
The entire set of shipments are those [rom region I to regions 4 and 
8, from Region 2 to Region 4, and from Region 3 to Regions 5, u, 7, and 
8. 
On the basis of this initial shipment pattern and the corresponding 
unit costs of transportation, it is po~si ble to estimate the added costs or 
~avings which could be attained if some other shipment were to take 
place. The numben in the cells oi Table 7 for which shipments do not 
occur give us the information on the added costs or savings of making 
each of these shipments. The number in the upper right hand comer 
of each cell for which the initial as&umed shipment is zero represents 
the indirect cost (indicated by a negative value) or savings (positive 
value) which would be realized if this shipment occurs. The nature of 
these indirect costs is such that the differences in indirect costs between 
any corresponding elements of a pair of rows or a pair of columns is 
equal to the difference between unit transportation costs of the assumed 
shipments involving rorresponcling elements of the pair of rows or pair 
of columns. Consider rows (regiom) 1 and 3. Both regions ship to 
Region (column) 8. Then the difference in unit transportation cost 
between row 3 and l is 9 minus 3, or 6, and the indirect costs for row 
l are 6 less than each transportation cost (for assumed shipmenb) or 
indirect cost in row 3. The indirect cost~ for Reg-ion 1 shipping to Re-
gions 5, 6, and 7 are 5-6= -1, 3-6= -3, and 2-6= -4, respectively. The in-
direct costs for Region 3 shipping to Region 4 is found by adding the row 
3 and row 1 difference to the transportation cost of shipping from 1 to 
4, ie. 1 +6= 7. By working with pairs of columns, the indirect costs for 
row 2 can be found. For example since the indirect cost from Region 
3 to Region 4 is 7 and the tramportation cost from Region 3 to Region 5 
(one of the assumed shipments) is 5, the difference between the indirect 
cost of column 1 and 2 is equal to 2. Thus the indirect cost from Re-
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gion 2 to Region 5 i& 0-2= -2. By thh proce~!> the indirect cmt can be 
found for each cell.~u 
When the upper right hand corner of each cell is filled, either with 
the actual transportation cost or with the computed indirect cost, deter-
mination of whether 01 not the assumed c;hipment pattern repre~ent~ 
an optimum require~ one more step. The indirect costs of the celb 
for which no shipment is as-;umed nm&t be compared with the direct 
costs (unit transportation cost) of making that shipment. For each 
cell find the diiference, indirect co~b minus unit transportation msts 
(Appendix Table 6). For example, this difference for Region 3 to Re-
gion 4 is 7-8~ -I. These difference~ are entered in the cells of Appen-
dix Table 7 for those shipments which do not occur. If all of these 
differences are negative o1· zero, the assumed shipments represent an 
optimum and further iterations are unnecessary. If some differences 
of indirect and direct costs are zero for non-occurring ~hipments (e.g. 
row 2, column 8 of Appendix T:~.ble 7), they are interpreted to mean 
that an alternate optimum (equal n1inimum cost) solution exists and 
that the shipment& involving these '·zero difference" cells could occur 
without increasing the total transportation cost. If any one of the 
cost difference& is po~itive, the indirect cost, i.e. saving, of that ship-
ment is greater than the direct cost of making that shipment. This 
indicates that an optimum has not been reached and that further itera-
tions are needed to find the optiumm shipment pattern. The appear-
ance of positive cost differences in first iteration should be expected, 
with the number of iteratiom nece~sary to find the optimum varying 
directly with the number of regions in the model. 
Subsequent Itemtions 
The iteration process is simple. The objective of the process is 
to introduce new shipments, one at a time, eliminating a shipment of 
the previous solution for each new shipment, so that each o£ the dif-
ferences between indirect costs and transport costs becomes less than 
or equal to zero. 
The Addition of r' Si11gle Shipment 
The new shipment to he introduced is the one which has the 
largest positive co~t diflerence. If the largest positive cost difference 
h found in two or more cells, select that cell for which the largest 
~hipment can be made. The process oi introducing a new shipment 
and altering exi~ting ~hipments must be done in a way that does not 
violate the rim requirements, i.e. the total amount that is to be ship-
ped out ol' or into each of the regions. In order to retain the condi-
tion that there is no more than n +m-1 shipments, for every shipment 
added another &hipment must be omitted. 
- ---------
'"In the case of degenerate solutions mentioned previously, it may be impossible to 
complete the calculation of indirect costs on the basis of known transportation charges for 
existing shipments. In this event, additional shipments of zero value, accompanied by 
corresponding transportation charges, must be assigned to strategic cells. These cells are 
those which will enable us to compute all indirect costs by the procedure outlined. Enough 
zero value shipments must be assigned to bring the total number of shipments up to n+m-1. 
It will then be possible to determine all the indirect costs in the table. 
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Appendix Table 8-Non.()ptimal Shipment Pattern and Associated Cost Differences 
for Hypothetical Case. 
Export Import !legion Total !legion 
4 f 6 7 8 (tons) E>ports (a 1) 
I 10!. -4-1 35! -IQ-4 5:!. 50 
2 802. -7-2 -3~ -14·" 02 80 
3 -P 2.?:! +710 40.:. 55! 120 
Total 
Imports {bj) 
(tons) 90 25 35 40 60 250 
An example will be used to indicate the method of changing ship-
ment patterns. In the hypothetical problem assume that the Vogel 
approximation had given the solution indicated by Appendix Table 8. 
Assume that the Vogel approximation led to a solution which was 
not the optimal one. Let the numbers in the cells for which the num-
ber in the upper-right comer is underlined represent amounts shipped. 
As before, the numbers in the upper-right of each cell are indirect costs 
of making that shipment and the numbers in the non-~hipment cells 
(the upper right corner number is not underlined for non-shipment 
cells) represent the co~t difference'>. These shipments satisfy the rim 
requirements. but the cost differences for each cell ls not zero or negative. 
The cell for Region 3 and 6 has a cost difference of 10-3= 7. Since this 
is the only cell with a positive coH difference, a new shipment pattern 
including shipment from Region 3 to fi should be determined. To re-
tain 7 shipments one of the shipmen~s in the present pattern must be 
eliminated. To determine the new pattern of shipments consider what 
would be the effect on existing shipments if I unit of product were 
shipped from Region 3 to Region 6. Starting in cell 3-6 (the cell at the 
intersection of the Region 3 row and Region 6 column) draw a path 
composed of vertical or horizontal straight line segments such that all 
changes in direction of the path are right angles and these "corners" 
occur only in cells where ~hipments are positive. This "path" must 
begin and end in cell 3-6. It may, but need not, cross over itself. Thus, 
we start in 3-6 and proceed ''north" to cell 1-fi (we cannot tum at cell 
2-6). Here we turn a right angle and proceed "east" to cell 1-8, where 
we turn "south" to 3-8, where we turn "west" to 3-6 and complete the 
loop. The shipments at the corners of this path are the only ones 
which will be affected by making ~hipment 3-6 positive. The effect on 
each shipment is detemlined in the following way. After leaving the 
origin (cell 3-6) , the odd numbered turns (first, third, fifth, etc.) in 
the path will have decreases in ~hipments while the even numbered 
{second, fourth, sixth, etc.) turns will have an increase in shipments. 
Thus if the shipment in cell 3-6 is increased to 1 unit, the shipments in 
cell 1-6 and cell 3-8 will be reduced by l unit and the shipment at the 
second comer (cell I-8) will increase by one unit in order to satisfy the 
rim requirements. If we continue to increase the amount of the ship-
ment in cell 3-6, we !>ee that when this new shipment becomes 35 units, 
the shipment in cell 1-6 becomes zero. Thirty-six units could not be 
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shipped lrom Region 3 to 6 because this would require a negative ohip-
ment in cell l-6. This is not permissible. Four shipment> are changed 
in this iteration. Cell 3-6 goes from 0 to 35 units, cell 1-6 goes from 
:15 to 0 units, cell 1-8 goes from 5 to 40 units, and cell 3-8 goes from 55 
to 20 units. Thi~> new pattern of shipments can be recognized ao the 
previomly determined optimum one, a fact which can be verified by 
computing the cost di llerences for each cell and noting that all are non-
positive. 
In regard to this proce'>~ of determining the new r,hipment pattern 
it is important to recogniLe three points: (I) A complete path (loop) 
as described can always be found which begins and ends in a cell where 
a new &hipment is to he made. Only one path will exist for each non-
shipment cell and this path m:1y, but need not, cross-over itself. The 
path may be traversed in either direction. In the example, if we had 
turned "weot" at cell l-6, we would have been unable to find a path back 
to cell 6-3 unleos we had retraced some of our steps. (2) The path begim 
at the cell representing the new shipment and continues alternately &ub-
tracting and adding the shipment quantity at the successive corners. 
(!-!) The amount of the new shipment is equal to the amount of the 
~malle~t of the shipment~ at the "mbtraction corners." The shipment 
at the "smalle>t >ttbtraction corner" will not be in the new shipment 
pattern. 
Conunodif)' Price Differentials 
The optimum shipment pattern that evolves in the final iteration 
will yield a set of value (or price) differentials (Ui and Vj, Appendix 
Table 7) representing the difference in value of the commodity among 
regions relative to a region selected as the bmc region. These price 
dilferentials are among the necessary inputs to estimation of regional 
consumption in spatial equilibrium analysis. In Appendix Table 7, 
Region 3 was used as the base region. 
''\Then a surplus region is cho~en as a ba>e region the value dilfer-
cntial of each deficit region relative to the base region is equal to in-
direct cost (number in upper-right corner of each cell) of the shipment 
from the base region to the deficit. For shipments which actually oc-
cur, indirect costs equal per unit transport costs. Thus in Appendix 
Table 7. the product is worth 7, .IJ, 3, 2, and 9 units more in Regions 4, 
5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively, than in Region ~L Value differentials between 
the ba~c surplus region ancl other >urplus regions are determined by 
wbu·acting the indirect cost Jor the surplus region to any deficit region 
lrom the indirect coM for the ba>e region to the same deficit region. 
In Appendix Table 7, the indirect costs from Regions l, 2, and !{ (base) 
to Region 8 are 3, 2, ancl 9, re>pectively. The value differential for sur-
plus Region lis 9-3 =6, and for Region 2 is 9-2=7. The lJ,'s and V,'s are 
these value differential~. Value differentials may be positive, negative 
or zero relative to the base region. For our example, all differentials 
are positive indicating that product value is greater in all other regions 
than Region 3, the base region. 
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The value differentials and indirect costs can be determined bv 
solving a set of m + n-1 linear equatiom. These equationo. are ba~ed on 
the observation that value difterences between regions can be no greater 
than transport costs, but mmt be this large. Thus for each shipment 
which occurs we have: 
VJ-U,=C1 1 
where VJ and U, are price differentials and CIJ is the per unit trans-
port costs from region i to region j. In our hypothetical example, 
there are m+n-l = 7 ol these equatiom. 
V4 - U 1 = 1 = C14 
v 4 - u 2 = 0 = c "' 
V,- U 6 = 5 = CJ5 
V6 - u J = 3 = C,6 
V7 - u.: = 2 = C37 
Vs-Us = 9 = Css 
VS-U1=3 =ClS 
Setting the value (U 3) for the ba>e region equal to lfTo, we get the set 
of value differentials recorded in Appendix Table 7. 
The indirect costs (C 11 ) for non-shiprnent cells can be detf'rmined 
from 
VJ - Ul = C', 1 
where the value differentials determined above are used. For example, 
the indirect cost from Region I to Region 6 i~ V,, - U, = 3-6=-3 = C'lO' 
Note that C'1J will always be less than or equal to C,, the transport costs, 
in the optimal solution. 
Iterative Procedurf'> in Spatial Equililniwn Analysis 
The commodity price ditferentiab that are derived as described are 
necessary in estimating- regional consumption as set forth in the equa-
tions in footnote 9 in the text. The spatial equilibrium model is there-
fore initiated through the following sequence: (I) An optimum ship-
ment pattern is derived with a tramportation model. (2) The opti-
mum solution yields a set of commodity price differentials related to a 
base region (though a base region price is not yet determined) . (3) 
The price differentials are employed in equation 7 (footnote 9) to de-
rive a base region price. (4) The ba~e region price and differentials are 
employed in equation 6 (footnote 9) to determine per capita consump-
tion in each region. (5) Per c.apita consumption is multiplied by 
population in each region. (6) Surplus and deficit regions are deter-
mined. (7) A Vogel Approximation is made. (8) Price differentials 
are obtained from the tableau. (9) Steps (3) through (8) are repeated 
through successive iterations until the last two iterations yield identical 
sets of price differentials indzcating that an optimum solution hm l1een 
reached. 
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